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CIMdata News 

CIMdata Publishes PLM Geography Analysis Report 

21 August 2018 

CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces 

the release of the CIMdata PLM Geography Analysis Report, the fifth of five modules of the CIMdata 

2018 PLM Market Analysis Report Series. The MAR Series provides detailed information and in-depth 

analysis on the worldwide PLM market during 2017. It contains analyses of major trends and issues; 

revenues of leading PLM providers; and revenue analyses for geographical regions, industry sectors, and 

historical and projected data on market growth. 

The PLM market grew to $43.7 billion overall in 2017 (7.6% growth over 2016). For 2017, EMEA had 

34% of the PLM market, with the Americas at 38%, and Asia-Pacific with 28%. The Americas region is 
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forecast to grow at a CAGR of 6.8% to reach $23.1 billion in 2022. EMEA and AP will have CAGRs of 

6.4% and 7.6% respectively. EMEA will grow to $20.3billion and AP will reach $17.6 billion in 2021.  

“The global PLM market grew strongly in 2017, above our forecasts,” states Stan Przybylinski, CIMdata 

VP and research lead. “The leading PLM solution providers are consolidating their portfolios after years 

of acquisitions, and increasing revenues in 2017, in part, by expanding their footprints at their existing 

clients. Industrial companies are using PLM to enable highly collaborative, distributed, flexible design 

and manufacturing environments to help better manage the entire product or plant lifecycle. This ability 

is critical to all industries and only becomes more complex as smart, connected products must act as 

parts of larger systems. Another big driver of PLM growth is the push toward digital transformation and 

Industry 4.0, which must be powered by strong PLM strategies and enabling solution in manufacturing 

companies.” 

The CIMdata PLM Market Analysis Report Series is packaged as five modules: 

1. The CIMdata 2018 Executive PLM Market Report provides an overview of CIMdata’s complete 

global analysis. It includes key charts on PLM market investment statistics through 2017, 

forecasts of investments for 2018 through 2022, and a summary of PLM solution providers’ 

performance in 2017. 

2. The CIMdata 2018 PLM Industry Review and Trends Report is mainly qualitative in nature and 

focuses on key issues facing the global PLM ecosystem of solution providers and end user 

organizations. It highlights changes that occurred in 2017, what effects those changes may have 

in the short and medium term, and what is on the horizon in the years to come. 

3. The CIMdata 2018 PLM Market and Solution Provider Analysis Report details measures of and 

forecasts for the overall PLM market and its key segments, including Tools, cPDm, and Digital 

Manufacturing. The Tools section has additional details on sub-segments, including MCAD, NC, 

S&A, EDA, and AEC. It also includes CIMdata’s estimates of PLM solution provider revenues 

in these segments and sub-segments for 2017 through 2022. 

4. The CIMdata 2018 PLM Market Geographic Analysis Report provides an additional view of the 

2017 market results, by major geography. CIMdata’s 2017 estimates and market forecasts for 

PLM and the major PLM market segments are provided for the Americas, EMEA, and Asia-

Pacific. In addition, the report includes estimates and forecasts for the cPDm segment within 

specific European and Asia-Pacific countries and regions. 

5. The CIMdata 2018 PLM Market Industry Analysis Report provides an industry segmentation 

view of the 2017 market results. CIMdata’s 2017 estimates and market forecasts for PLM and 

cPDm are provided for eight different industry sectors: aerospace and defense; automotive and 

other transportation; electronics/telecommunications; fabrication and assembly; process-

packaged goods; process—petrochemical; utilities; and construction, infrastructure and 

shipbuilding. 

The CIMdata PLM Market Analysis Report Series is available as a five-module set or each module can 

be purchased separately. It is also available as part of the CIMdata PLM Community Gold Membership. 

Further details and pricing information about the report and Community Memberships are available at 

www.cimdata.com. 

 

About CIMdata 
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CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 

an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 

Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 

world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 

incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 

CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and providers of technologies and services seeking 

competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 

provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 

company also provides industry education through PLM certificate programs, seminars, and conferences 

worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North America, Europe, and Asia 

Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on 

Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann 

Arbor, MI 48108, USA, Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV 

Weert, The Netherlands, Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Acquisitions 

Cognizant to Acquire SaaSfocus 

23 August 2018 

Cognizant today announced it has agreed to acquire SaaSfocus, a privately-held consulting firm 

specializing in digital transformation, leveraging the Salesforce Platform. The transaction is expected to 

close in the fourth quarter of 2018, subject to certain closing conditions. Financial details were not 

disclosed. 

SaaSfocus is one of the largest independent Salesforce Platinum consulting partners in the Asia-

Pacific (APAC) region with operations across Australia and India. The acquisition will expand 

Cognizant's end-to-end digital transformation services and Salesforce cloud capabilities in these growing 

markets. 

Cognizant is a Salesforce Global Strategic partner and has one of the largest rosters of Salesforce-

certified consultants in the world. Over 350 SaaSfocus consultants, with deep domain expertise in the 

financial services, insurance, manufacturing and automotive industries, will become part of Cognizant's 

Salesforce practice.  Cognizant offers a wide range of Salesforce solutions with a proven track record of 

planning and delivering complex, multinational projects involving multiple systems, data integration and 

associated change management processes. 

"This acquisition of a respected and successful Salesforce specialist underlines our commitment to 

helping clients in Australia and India digitally transform their businesses and reshape the way they 

interact with their customers," said Jayajyoti Sengupta, Head of APAC at Cognizant. "Customer 

relationship and service management systems are at the core of our clients' digital strategies. We look 

forward to welcoming the SaaSfocus team to Cognizant and combining our strengths to create new 

transformative digital solutions for our clients." 

"Cognizant's global delivery footprint, digital expertise and unique culture of innovation and 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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empowerment made it a natural fit for SaaSfocus," said Amit Choudhary, Partner and ANZ CEO of 

SaaSfocus. "Combining Cognizant's global capabilities, deep domain expertise and digital solutions with 

SaaSfocus's specialized Salesforce consulting competencies will help us accelerate our clients' digital 

transformation journeys and create global opportunities for our employees." 

Mark Innes, Executive Vice President of APAC, at Salesforce, said, "As the global leader in CRM, 

Salesforce has well established and successful relationships with both Cognizant and SaaSfocus and we 

look forward to continuing our work with mutual clients in India, Australia and around the world." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

NetObjex Acquires Servntire Global 

21 August 2018 

NetObjex today announced its acquisition of Servntire Global of Kerala, India, to expand its product and 

customer base in the blockchain arena. Terms of the deal were undisclosed. 

Servntire Global is a Blockchain solutions company with a Trade Finance product and Real Time 

Payment Solution offerings in the Fintech space along with a vast array of expertise in Blockchain 

solution development. In addition, the company boasts of a customer base that spans four continents. 

NetObjex, based in Irvine, California, is a Digital Twin Platform company with technology that 

leverages AI, Blockchain and IOT technologies. NetObjex has operations in North America as well as 

offices in India, South East Asia and representatives and partners in Latin America and the Middle East.  

"We are very proud to announce our acquisition of Servntire Global. This is a coming together of two 

companies with complementary skills, technologies and culture. We believe together we not only 

broaden our product offerings, but also now possess the depth and breadth of skills and personnel to 

engage and assist clients globally," stated Raghu Bala, CEO of NetObjex.  

"We are very happy to join the NetObjex family. This acquisition provides us a platform to accomplish 

bigger goals, with a broader reach. The market for distributed ledger technology is growing rapidly, and 

we believe the combined entity will be a formidable global player," added Georgey Jacob, CEO of 

Servntire Global. 

The joint entity will now have Blockchain based product offerings in multiple vertical markets including 

Manufacturing, Supply Chain, Smart Cities, Fintech and more. The team's experience will also span a 

wide variety of distributed ledger technologies including Ethereum, Hyperledger, Corda, Stellar, IOTA, 

NEM, BitShares and more. 

"We now have a very strong product offering that ties three key technologies (IoT, AI and Blockchain), 

and broad set of customer implementations of the platform across multiple domains and geographies. 

The next phase of our evolution would be to expand on this momentum," noted Bala.    

Click here to return to Contents 
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Company News 

Accenture Appoints Adam Kerj Chief Creative Officer of the Nordic Region for Accenture Interactive 

20 August 2018 

Accenture today announced that Accenture Interactive has appointed ad industry veteran Adam Kerj as 

chief creative officer for the Nordic region. In this role, Kerj will focus on building Accenture 

Interactive’s creative capabilities in Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Finland. The appointment is part of 

a strategic effort to strengthen Accenture Interactive’s presence in the region. 

  

Kerj was previously regional CCO of McCann in the Nordics and, prior to that, CCO of 360i North 

America and J Walter Thompson NY. He has worked with brands such as Ben & Jerry’s, Coca-Cola, 

HBO, Macy’s, Oreo, Pampers, Puma, Rolex, Sony, Tide and Toyota and his work has won numerous 

awards in The One Show, Webby Awards, Effies and Cannes Lions, including a Cannes Lions Grand 

Prix for Oreo.  

  

“Never before have creatives had more opportunities to create engaging ideas and experiences that have 

a direct impact on brands and on clients’ businesses,” said Kerj. “Experiences that advocate for the 

consumer are far more valuable than an idea that just makes the brand look good. Accenture Interactive 

is well positioned to bring innovative ideas and experiences to market for our clients across the entire 

consumer journey. The talent here is truly exceptional and different from traditional agencies in the 

Nordic market, which makes this role so exciting.” 

  

Anatoly Roytman, head of Accenture Interactive EALA, commented: “We bring a fresh approach to our 

clients and as their businesses are more competitive and complex than ever, it is crucial for us to embed 

creativity across all aspects to drive experience transformation. We are very excited to have such a 

strong creative leader as Adam joining us to help us continue to build the leading global experience 

agency in the Nordic region.” 

  

“We believe that creativity and human insights are the currency that make the big difference in forging 

strong, loyal and valuable relationships with consumers. We’re thrilled that Adam is joining to 

spearhead our creative capabilities at this exciting time for Accenture Interactive,” says Mattias Boman, 

Head of Accenture Interactive in the Nordics. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Autodesk Inks New Collaboration to Advance Adoption of BIM in China 

13 August 2018 

From the Autodesk blog: 

“To help ensure that construction output grows in lock-step with construction productivity, Autodesk 

and the China Design Digital Technology Co. Ltd. (CDDT) signed a new partnership last month to 

advance BIM adoption. The two will also co-develop localized solutions, or CBIM, that align with 

Chinese architectural design codes and drawing standards. 
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What’s especially noteworthy about the collaboration between Autodesk and CDDT is the joint 

objective of the two leaders to drive the application of BIM to the construction of new “smart” cities – 

from design and construction to operations and maintenance. With this effort, they aim to spur 

innovation in BIM for urban construction, drive technological advancement, and improve the 

productivity of China’s AEC industry.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Christer Ljungberg appointed as Modelon Chairman of the Board 

20 August 2018 

Modelon AB is pleased to announce that Christer Ljungberg will join the Modelon management team as 

chairman of the board.   

With over 25 years of experience in board and executive positions in rapid growth public and private 

software companies, Mr. Ljungberg brings the background, skills and perspective to help guide Modelon 

through its continued expansion. He earned his Master of Science degree in Computer and Software 

Engineering in 1987 from Chalmers University of Technology.  

"We are excited that Christer has decided to join our team and support us as we continue to scale our 

business", says Magnus Gäfvert, Modelon CEO.  “His extensive experience managing fast-paced 

software companies will be essential to our success.”  

"I’m delighted to join Modelon," said Ljungberg. "Modelon’s mission to democratize the use of 

simulation models in systems engineering is a compelling platform for accelerated growth. I’m thrilled 

to be part of this innovative team and am excited to contribute to the long-term success of the company 

and our clients.” 

Roger Larsson will be retiring as the Chairman of the Board for Modelon AB after serving in that role 

from 2010 to 2018. 

“Roger was instrumental to our success since 2010,” says Gäfvert. “We would like to thank Roger for 

his efforts and wish him the best in his retirement.”  

Click here to return to Contents  

 

Combined Augmented and Virtual Realities Bridge the Gaps Between Manufacturing, Training and 

Maintenance Operations thanks to DIOTA and ESI Group 

10 July 2018 

DIOTA, software provider of Industry 4.0 solutions integrating Augmented Reality and automated 

control, and ESI Group formalize their partnership to develop solutions bringing previously disparate 

engineering, manufacturing and maintenance processes into integrated end-to-end workflows. 

Facing Industry 4.0 challenges, manufacturers need to transform their processes and tools to enhance 

their efficiency; increasing their productivity while helping their operators to find their place in brand-

new lines or plants. New technologies such as virtual reality and augmented reality are already used but 

typically at different stages of product lifecycle; the first mostly in the product and process engineering 
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phases, and the second mainly in manufacturing and maintenance operations. 

ESI IC.IDO help engineering, service & manufacturing managers address challenges related to shorter 

product lifecycles, globalization and new technology trends. The solution fosters risk management of 

Product & Production Targets achievement, through context-rich virtual validation of human centric 

product integration and service & production processes. ESI IC.IDO facilitates early identification of 

issues and opportunities for improvement, while reducing the need for physical trials & expert opinions. 

DiotaPlayer is a solution that brings engineering data onto the shop floor to guide operators through 

assembly, quality control, maintenance, and training tasks, via various devices (projection, tablets, head-

mounted displays, desktop/mobile workstations…). 

ESI and DIOTA have decided to break silos and to develop solutions to bring a stronger joint value 

proposition to their industrial customers. In this partnership, they will deliver integrated, end-to-end 

workflows for the efficient generation of industrial grade, digital-assisted guidance. 

“Thanks to our partnership with DIOTA, we’ll be able to bring more value to our customers with both 

VR & AR. These two technologies used together will transform products’ Engineering, Manufacturing 

and Maintenance with an efficient and optimized user-centric approach.” comments Peter Larsson, 

Director Solution Management, ESI. 

Used jointly, the solutions will reduce the time and effort required to validate and perform assembly and 

service procedures, limit human errors and optimize the need for creation and deployment of traditional 

documentation & training material. 

“Taking direct outputs from an assembly/service validation tool like ESI IC.IDO assures that already 

tried out, valid and optimized procedures are brought to shop floor operators via the DiotaPlayer 

platform. We thus ensure efficient digital continuity.” adds Thomas Perpère, Director of Strategic 

Partnerships, DIOTA 

Through the delivery of such workflows, the combination of ESI and DIOTA’s solutions will 

provide tangible, measurable, disruptive value by minimizing design risk, decreasing human error, 

accelerating ramp-up times, and significantly reducing costs. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

ESI Group Joins the United Nations Global Compact 

13 August 2018 

ESI Group (ESI) announces its membership in the United Nations (UN) Global Compact. 

As a signatory of the UN Global Compact and in line with its Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

approach, ESI Group undertakes to respect the 10 principles of the United Nations in the areas of human 

rights, labor, environment and anti-corruption. The Group commits to yearly communicate its progress 

to its stakeholders through the release of a Communication on Progress (COP). 

Through the implementation of its values, ESI has distinguished itself for the past three years within the 

Gaïa Index for its continuous commitment toward a CSR approach, structured around four priorities: 

 Being a committed employer; 
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 Being an outstanding partner for its customers, by offering innovative and sustainable solutions; 

 Being an environmentally friendly player; 

 Serving civil society. 

Through its Virtual Prototyping solutions, the Group supports its customers in their industrial and 

operational challenges, while helping them achieve their sustainable development objectives by offering 

solutions that enable them to develop more environmentally friendly products. In addition, these 

products are launched on the market with increased safety for end consumers. ESI’s virtual reality 

solution IC.IDO, when applied to the manufacturing sector, enables the improvement of operators’ 

working conditions by making working environments more ergonomic. 

Alain de Rouvray, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of ESI Group, comments: “Our membership 

of the United Nations Global Compact is a further step in our commitment to social, societal and 

environmental responsibility. It demonstrates our trong beliefs and our will to act in these areas. While 

the 10 principles of the United Nations are already included in the Group’s development strategy, we 

commit ourselves to amplifying our action so that these principles are disseminated and adopted more 

widely”. 

Launched in 2000, the United Nations Global Compact gathers companies and organizations of all size, 

as well as civil society players, around 10 universally recognized principles that are essential for the 

establishment of more sustainable and inclusive societies. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Gravity and Microsoft Forge Strategic Partnership to Digitize Supply Chains 

21 August 2018 

Gravity Supply Chain today announced a partnership with Microsoft enabling it to accelerate the 

delivery of its Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions. Gravity provides organizations with real-time, 

end-to-end visibility of the supply chain. Its software also provides predictive insights, prescriptive 

actions and automated decision support across a company’s global sourcing, supply chain and logistics 

networks. Gravity will leverage Microsoft’s Azure cloud platform to continue the deployment of 

market-leading, differentiated SaaS solutions for its customers at a faster pace. 

 “Our software supports the digitization of the supply chain of some of the world’s leading companies, 

allowing them to capitalize on revenue opportunities and increase customer engagement,” said Graham 

Parker, Chief Executive Officer, Gravity Supply Chain. “Our partnership with Microsoft complements 

our mission to inspire today’s supply chains as the world moves into the digital economy age.” 

Microsoft are equally keen about the opportunities the partnership provides, with Gerald Leo, Director, 

Commercial Partners and Small Medium Enterprises Group, Microsoft Singapore, saying, “Microsoft 

Azure powers high levels of organizational efficiency and facilitates data-driven decision making. This 

makes Azure the perfect platform to deploy Gravity’s innovative SaaS supply chain solutions, which 

will help customers digitally transform their supply chains and thus benefit from greater productivity 

and smarter decisions.” 

Gerald also states, “The partnership between Gravity and Microsoft will allow Gravity to adopt 

Microsoft’s intelligent cloud platform and merge it with their supply chain expertise to deliver state of 

file:///C:/Users/User/Documents/CIMdata/DAILY/21August2018.doc%23Contents
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the art systems built for the future.” 

Pratima Amonkar – Regional Director – APAC, Microsoft, adds that, “Globally, companies are aiming 

to discover new ways to work more efficiently and provide greater value to their customers. A digitally 

transformed supply chain is a key competitive differentiator that will enable businesses to achieve these 

aims. The partnership between Gravity and Microsoft will bring the best of Azure – an intelligent and 

trusted cloud, to build supply chain systems of the future.” 

Gravity is a Co-Sell Ready Partner 

The partnership will also see Gravity and Microsoft join forces on marketing, industry and thought-

leadership events, as well as co-sell Gravity’s SaaS solutions to retailers and manufacturers. Gravity’s 

customers and community partners will moreover be able to utilize the Microsoft global partner 

network. 

Gravity’s new Product Lifecycle Management software (PLM), Source, is available on Azure. 

Source enables retailers to reduce speed-to-market and deliver quality products at the right time for the 

right price. 

Source can be used individually or combined with Gravity’s Purchase Order Management (POM) SaaS 

solution for end-to-end visibility and control of the entire supply chain. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

HCL Opens IoT COLLAB Innovation Centres to Accelerate IoT Development and Deployment  

23 August 2018 

HCL Technologies (HCL) announced the launch of IoT COLLAB, dual-location IoT innovation centres 

in Seattle, Washington, and Noida, India. Each IoT COLLAB serves as a collaborative incubation lab 

that lets Fortune 500 companies accelerate IoT initiatives by bringing together technology experts, 

partners, financial advisors, and other relevant IoT stakeholders to take advantage of what is expected to 

be a $1 trillion market opportunity by 20211. 

IoT innovation labs, such as HCL’s IoT COLLAB, help organizations navigate the journey from concept 

to full-scale deployment by offering a sandbox environment to expeditiously experiment with different 

technologies across the IoT ecosystem, leverage the framework to chart out impact on business process 

and articulate business value, and develop a roadmap to graduate into pilot stage and eventually to full-

scale deployment. Participating companies work from a prototype unique to their business models and 

goals, leading them to modify processes and discover new opportunities through the collection of data 

produced by IoT endpoints. Tools to simulate multiple end-point devices, gateways, connectivity and 

data ingestion drive faster time-to-value. 

Collaborative efforts already underway include co-created solutions for predictive maintenance, cold-

chain logistics, and specialized asset tracking in the aerospace, manufacturing, and medical technology 

market segments. In one such collaborative approach, HCL is enabling a leading medical technology 

company to embark on its Industry 4.0 journey and substantially improve OEE (Overall Equipment 

Effectiveness) across its manufacturing plants by leveraging state-of-the-art sensors, gateways, and 

machine learning techniques to predict equipment failure and take corrective actions. 
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“IoT needs a mix of existing and emerging technologies, systems, and standards that are constantly 

evolving, making the IoT solution implementation process difficult for companies,” said Sukamal 

Banerjee, Corporate Vice President and Global Head of IoT WoRKS™, HCL Technologies. “Our vision 

for IoT COLLAB is it to help businesses transform into true 21st century enterprises by co-creating their 

transformation blueprint and execute it with award winning IoT-led solutions and leveraging our 

expertise to bring the to reality.” 

IoT COLLAB was established to address a void in the market. To this point, an 

independent survey sponsored by HCL Technologies last year found that 82 percent of organizations 

embracing IoT believe they have a stronger place in the market. However, half of the companies 

surveyed said that they were behind in their IoT implementation plans, with 43 percent saying that if 

they fall behind with IoT their customers will be the ones who suffer. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Omnify Software to Host Webinar on Preparing for ISO 13485: 2016 Compliance 

8 August 2018 

Omnify Software will host a free webinar for medical device companies on September 6, 2018. 

WHAT: Webinar: How to Prepare for ISO 13485: 2016 

Attend this webinar to learn best practices for transitioning to ISO 13485: 2016 compliance. 

ISO 13485: 2016 is the quality management backbone for many medical device manufacturers. This 

standard has recently been revised, with significant updates to the requirements. The new version was 

published in March 2016 and companies must complete their transition by March 31, 2019. 

This complimentary, educational webinar taking place on September 6, 2018, will provide an overview 

of the updates made to the requirements and best practices for staying in compliance. This webinar will 

cover: 

 Regulatory Requirements: a brief overview of why we are where we are 

 Significant changes introduced in ISO 13485:2016 

 Using a Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) system to integrate risk and applicable regulatory 

requirements 

Product Development, Quality, Engineering and Compliance Managers at medical device companies 

will benefit from attending this webinar. 

WHEN: Date: Thursday September 6, 2018 at 1:00 pm ET (10:00 am PT) / Duration: 45 minutes 

(including questions and answers) 

WHERE: Event will be presented online; those interested in attending this event can register for free 

online. 

WHO: Hosted by Omnify Software, www.omnifysoft.com, with guest speaker Annette Schaps, CEO, 

Schaps Consulting. Annette is a bay area medical device quality and regulatory consultant with over 25 

years of experience in small start-ups to large Fortune 500 organizations. She provides consulting 

services, is a subcontract Lead Auditor (MDSAP, EN ISO 13485:2016 and ISO 9001:2015) and 
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Technical Expert (sterilization) for a Notified Body. She has a BS in Chemical Engineering and is a 

Certified Quality Engineer, Reliability Engineer, RAC, and ISO 27001 Information Security Lead 

Auditor. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Panaya Named Finalist in 2018 SaaS Awards for Best Enterprise-Level SaaS Product 

23 August 2018 

Panaya announced it has been named a finalist for the 2018 SaaS Awards Program in the “Best 

Enterprise-Level SaaS Product” category for companies based outside of the United States. Now in its 

third year of recognizing and celebrating innovation in software, the Software-as-a-Service 

Awards program awards businesses for excellence and innovation in SaaS. 

“Panaya was established over 10 years ago with the vision to help enterprise organizations better 

manage and introduce change to business-critical applications. As the industry developed and digital 

transformation shaped the pace of change, we have continued to refine and develop our solution, 

enabling the enterprise to approach change with agility,” said Rafi Kretchmer, chief marketing officer at 

Panaya. “Through our modern approach to Application Lifecycle Management, Panaya has eliminated 

the need for heavy, on-premises applications so that organizations can deliver change and meet their 

own customer demands and expectations.” 

“All entrants demonstrated a considerable commitment to innovation in software solutions, and the 

finalist status itself is a huge achievement. With such a concentrated level of success in the shortlist, our 

judges have a significant task ahead of them to arrive at our final award winners,” said SaaS Awards and 

Cloud Awards organizer, Larry Johnson. 

Panaya is recognized for its Enterprise Agile Delivery (EAD) solution, Release Dynamix (RDx), 

enabling enterprises to adopt modern Application Lifecycle Management (ALM) and quickly and safely 

deliver application changes from ideation to realization. From initial business change request through to 

testing and production, RDx offers end-to-end visibility and removes the risks associated with business-

critical application delivery by aligning complex, IT organizations around key business objectives. 

Panaya distinguishes itself from its competitors by creating easy-to-use tools, designed for both business 

and technical users. In today’s market, there is an increasing need to improve the customer experience 

by eliminating defects in the race to win, serve and retain customers. There is also a growing demand for 

synergies between IT and business, including more collaboration and an overall business process-

oriented approach to ALM. This results in a need to demonstrate the value provided by releases and 

ensure features are matched to strategic business goals. 

Panaya RDx helps to meet these challenges by enabling easy management of application delivery and 

value streams, while monitoring investment buckets to ensure strategic alignment. By providing real-

time insight into risk and quality, corrective actions can be automatically generated, allowing for safe 

allocation relief and the continual flow of value. Panaya RDx also offers complete visibility of the entire 

delivery pipeline, so users can save time without having to sacrifice quality. 

Since 2008, over 2,000 companies in 62 countries, including a third of the Fortune 500, have used 

Panaya to delivery quick quality change to enterprise applications. Customers are from a variety of 

sectors including automotive, pharmaceutical, retail, manufacturing and more. 
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Final SaaS Awards winners will be announced on Tuesday, August 28, 2018, and the program will 

return in Spring 2019. Over 300 organizations entered, with international entries coming from North 

America, Canada, Australia, UK, Europe and the Middle East. To view the full shortlist, please 

visit https://www.cloud-awards.com/2018-saas-shortlist. 

For more information on Panaya and its products, visit www.panaya.com 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

PTC Named a Leader in Industrial IoT Software Platforms 

21 August 2018 

PTC today announced that it has been named a leader in the Industrial IoT software platforms market for 

its ThingWorx® Industrial Innovation Platform, according to a new evaluation from a research firm. In 

the evaluation, PTC was the among the top five highest ranked in the current offering category and 

among the top four in the strategy category. 

ThingWorx is the centerpiece of PTC's Industrial Internet of Things technology portfolio, and it 

exemplifies PTC’s commitment to IIoT innovation. ThingWorx is comprised of a rapid application 

development platform, connectivity, machine learning capabilities, augmented reality, and integration 

with leading device clouds. These capabilities combine to deliver a comprehensive IoT technology stack 

that enables customers to securely connect assets, quickly create applications and experiences, and 

innovate new ways to capture value. 

Over 1,000 companies, including Elisa, Heidelberg, Sysmex America Inc., and Vodafone, are using the 

ThingWorx platform to support their IoT strategies and to create new business value in a smart, 

connected world. 

Iain Michel, general manager, ThingWorx business unit, PTC, said “In our view, this recognition is yet 

another testament to the strength of our innovation platform and the acceptance by companies around 

the world looking to capitalize on the immense opportunities created by the Industrial Internet of 

Things.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

SPARC Research, ANSYS, and F1 Computer Solutions Join Forces to Modernize Missile Propulsion 

Design 

20 August 2018 

SPARC Research announced today that it has partnered with ANSYS to leverage modern multiphysics 

analysis tools in the design and optimization of rocket and ramjet engines. The goal is to dramatically 

reduce the time from requirement generation to prototype demonstration.  As a member of the ANSYS 

Startup Program, SPARC Research will have access to the most advanced simulation technology 

available. 

The company's initial results using ANSYS software have been very promising. "The ANSYS suite 

provides many exciting features perfect for simulating the complex environments seen in rocket and 
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ramjet design, combustion and fluid flow analysis. Most importantly they have been integrated by 

ANSYS into a powerful suite of tools with intuitive interfaces to allow engineers to work across 

multiple disciplines as the design matures," said Dr. Patrick Hewitt, founder and president of SPARC 

Research. 

"There are entrepreneurs with incredible technology ideas out there that can truly make our future a 

better place," said Dr. Paul Lethbridge, senior manager, ANSYS Startup Program. "Aerospace 

propulsion is a field demanding innovation and high reliability, and it's thrilling to have game-changing 

startups like SPARC Research onboard. The goal of the ANSYS Startup Program is to provide early 

stage companies like this with the tools they need to become successful and we have no doubt that 

SPARC Research will do just that." 

To ensure that the full capabilities of the tools are available for use, SPARC Research and ANSYS 

added F1 Computer Solutions to the team for hardware infrastructure design and implementation. "This 

team has been wonderful to work with as we deployed the hardware and support services and we look 

forward to working with both SPARC Research and ANSYS to aid in promoting future applications of 

their products," said F1 Computer Solutions President Kirsten Kunkler. 

SPARC Research was founded in 2017 to advance the state-of-the-art in rocket and ramjet techology 

development, preliminary design, and prototype demonstration using modern multiphysics modeling 

tools. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Stoneridge Appoints Laurent Borne to Newly Created Chief Technology Officer Position 

20 August 2018 

To support its focus on developing future vehicle technologies, Stoneridge, Inc., a global designer and 

manufacturer of electrical and electronic mobility solutions, has announced Laurent Borne as the 

company's chief technology officer effective Aug. 20, 2018. In this new role, Borne will support 

increasing market demand for the company's advanced products and help shape the company's future 

technology road map. 

"Laurent has the comprehensive expertise to bring technology products to market and to answer our 

customers' challenges," said Jon DeGaynor, president and CEO, Stoneridge. "His extensive expertise in 

the transformation of engineering, innovation, and manufacturing processes will prove to be of great 

value to our customers as we meet their needs globally." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Surge in Augmented Reality Adoption is Coming; 86 Percent of Respondents Expect to Go Live 

Within 12 Months 

16 August 2018 

PTC today announced the mid-year release of its State of Industrial Innovation report series, which 

portrays the development and adoption trends of innovative companies that are building Industrial IoT 
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and augmented reality experiences for their end customers. 

The inaugural ‘State of Industrial Innovation’ research report was released earlier this year as part of an 

ongoing series of market research and analysis conducted by PTC. These reports explore the robust and 

increasingly complex opportunities presented by the Industrial Internet of Things (IoT) and augmented 

reality (AR) markets. Tapping into PTC’s 30 years of technology expertise, 30,000 global customers, 

and 1,000 technology and service partners, the series delivers actionable trends and insights across the 

entire Industrial IoT ecosystem. 

Following the inaugural reports and building on findings from recent quarters, the new version includes 

the following major insights: 

 There is a significant market opportunity for companies looking to build Industrial IoT 

capabilities into their physical products or to provide Industrial IoT solutions to their end 

customers through new offerings, product interfaces, and service models. 

 Industrial enterprises are keen to improve customer experiences, open up new revenue streams, 

and disrupt competition by leveraging new augmented reality capabilities for product and service 

differentiation. 

From Pilot to Production, Augmented Reality is Being Adopted Faster than Ever 

With a significant increase in AR technology adoption, enterprises undergoing digital transformation 

cannot afford to wait. Whether for enhancing products, services, and solutions offered to customers or to 

drive operational excellence within the enterprise, AR has the potential to create significant economic 

disruption and impact. 

“The State of Industrial Augmented Reality: A Spotlight on Industrial Innovation” focuses on the 

primary use case of strategic differentiation, which means companies who identified that they are 

offering augmented reality experiences to their customers through innovative products, services, and 

solutions to differentiate from competitors. Data collected for the report showed the majority of 

enterprises pursuing augmented reality are standing up projects and experiencing ROI within 12 months. 

This high pace of adoption represents both an opportunity and a disruptive threat. 

“Augmented reality is happening now. Organizations are starting to jump in with both feet, knowing that 

ROI can be realized quickly and the window to leverage AR to differentiate is limited, as more 

companies add AR to physical products,” said Mike Campbell, executive vice president, Augmented 

Reality Products, PTC. “In compiling this report, we observed that pilots start with internal proofs of 

concept and quickly become deployed across multiple areas, including customer-facing product and 

service initiatives. Enterprises and consumers alike are on the verge of truly experiencing the 

transformative power of augmented reality.” 

To download a full version of the report, please visit: https://www.ptc.com/en/resources/ar/white-

paper/state-of-industrial-ar. 

Remote Monitoring and Maintenance and Service Build Strongest Use Cases for the Industrial 

IoT 

“The State of the Industrial Internet of Things: A Spotlight on Industrial Innovation” focuses on 

development and adoption trends for companies building Industrial IoT experiences to enhance 

customer-facing products, services, and solutions. Companies pursuing Industrial IoT primarily for 

external use tend to be much smaller in size. Large enterprises typically have large service networks and 
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want to improve efficiency and productivity, where smaller companies are driven to increase market 

share and are hyper-focused on product and service differentiation required to attract and retain new 

customers. 

Looking for early value, enterprises often pursue remote monitoring while innovating in parallel, 

utilizing this new capability as the foundation to then develop or identify new and unique use cases. The 

next step is typically to layer on machine learning and predictive analytics. This enables companies to 

predict failures before they happen and help customers optimize their use of a product. These service-

oriented applications also enable discrete manufacturers to identify service opportunities that may 

otherwise be directed to a third party, conducted in-house by the customer, or addressed through 

emergency customer calls and escalations. 

One such example is Varian, a global manufacturer of radiation oncology equipment, which leveraged 

IoT technology to increase the uptime of their machines in the field, while greatly reducing the cost 

associated with service. By deploying predictive maintenance, Varian reduced the number of service 

visits per machine by 42 percent. This increased their service margins, while guaranteeing greater up-

time and higher quality experiences for their customers. 

“IoT technologies can mean the difference between success and failure for industrial enterprises,” said 

Joe Biron, chief technology officer, Internet of Things, PTC. “Ultimately, companies of all sizes are 

finding real business value in their IoT implementations, whether it be internally like in manufacturing 

operations or externally with service and maintenance. It is clear that enterprises must start their 

business model transformation today — preempting the agility and speed of market disruption." 

To download a full version of the report, please visit: https://www.ptc.com/en/resources/iot/white-

paper/state-of-the-iiot. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

TCS Expands Presence in Colorado, Welcoming 120+ Employees to Denver 

16 August 2018 

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) has expanded its business operations in Denver, Colorado, opening a 

new office for more than 120 employees and growing its presence to more than 600 professionals across 

the state. 

The Denver office is a new U.S. business center for TCS, adding to its 30+ facilities around the country, 

and providing a hub for the more than 600 employees across Colorado. TCS has locally hired 200+ 

employees across the state in the last five years, 80 percent of whom are based in Denver, working with 

customers in sectors from travel, retail and manufacturing, to healthcare, media and banking and 

financial services. New employees include computer science specialists with digital skills in areas such 

as Scrum, Agile and Rapid Prototyping. Others are analysts, developers and architects, utilizing cutting 

edge digital technologies to rapidly develop business solutions and bring them to market, manage data 

privacy and help local and US customers to digitally transform their businesses. 

“We first met with TCS during a trade mission to India and couldn’t be more thrilled that they are 

expanding their presence in Colorado,” said Governor John Hickenlooper. “Their work to support tech 

education for young people impacts many students in our state. Opening an office here will no doubt 

strengthen their programs and our workforce for years to come.” 
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Colorado currently has more than 15,000 open computing jobs (3.3 times the state’s average demand), 

but only 96 schools offered AP Computer Science courses in 2016-2017. As part of TCS’ ongoing 

investment in the region, it has expanded its flagship goIT education program, which has been inspiring 

underserved youth to explore app development, design thinking and technology careers for the past two 

years in Colorado. Now in its third year, TCS and partner Kids2GLOW, a Colorado based youth 

STEAM program set outside of school and home, recently engaged 60+ middle school students in 

Boulder, CO, at the Boulder Public Library for a two-day app development camp. The program’s goal is 

to engage students through a computational thinking approach to learning, preparing them with the 

needed skills to pursue STEM focused careers. 

TCS also plans to bring its Ignite My Future in School program to Colorado, providing free professional 

development and resources for educators to integrate computational thinking – a foundational skill for 

21st century careers – into core subjects. Nationally, Ignite My Future in School has a vision to reach 

20,000 educators and one million students over a five-year period. Since its launch during the 2017-18 

school year, the program has already reached 3,300 educators and 185,000 students across the United 

States. 

These programs and TCS employee volunteers support local communities where they work and live. 

Since 2012, TCS employees across the state have volunteered their time to help more than 500 local 

causes, resulting in more than 1,200 hours of community service. TCS is also a proud supporter of The 

American Heart Association's Heart Walk and Go Red for Women movement, Project Angel Heart meal 

delivery, and the Food Bank of the Rockies. 

“TCS is proud to be a substantial employer of local IT talent and steward of impactful community 

programs in Colorado and across the U.S.,” said Surya Kant, President of North America, UK and 

Europe, TCS. “We are pleased to welcome more than 120 employees to our new Denver office. They 

will enable our customer’s digital transformation journeys to become Business 4.0 enterprises.” 

TCS has invested nearly $3 billion in the U.S. over the past three years and has been among the top two 

IT services job creators in the U.S. It is also one of America’s 50 most community-minded 

organizations, engaging nearly two million Americans through its extensive nationwide STEM 

education programs, academic partnerships and endowments to schools such as Carnegie Mellon 

University, Cornell Tech and Massachusetts Institute of Technology. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

TCS positioned as a ‘Winner’ in IoT Services by HFS 

22 August 2018 

Tata Consultancy Services (TCS) has been positioned in the Winner’s Circle for the third consecutive 

year in the HFS Blueprint Report – Internet of Things Services.[1] 

According to the report, TCS has the heft to drive large-scale Internet of Things (IoT) initiatives. From 

end-to-end visualization capabilities through to sophisticated IoT device work, the report said, TCS has 

tremendous breadth and depth in industrial-scale IoT work. It also cited the company’s massive scale 

and reach, ability to orchestrate large scale IoT initiatives, innovation partnerships with clients, and 

thought leadership activities as strengths. 

“In the Business 4.0 era, innovative organizations are embracing IoT to generate an abundance of data 
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and harness it to build new revenue streams and create exponential value,” said Regu Ayyaswamy, Vice 

President and Global Head – IoT practice, TCS. “This recognition is a validation of our vision, our 

investments in IoT capabilities and intellectual property, engagement models and the resultant value 

created for customers.” 

TCS offers a comprehensive portfolio of IoT services spanning strategic planning, systems design, 

sourcing, implementation, technical and business integration services, and post deployment support and 

maintenance. TCS’ deep contextual knowledge allows it to cater to the transformation needs of different 

stakeholders in the customer organization. A unique consulting-led Value Discovery Approach is used 

to develop a roadmap and identify the right use cases to maximize value. 

TCS offers intellectual property-based solutions for connected products, smart factories, smart cities, 

energy management, and more. TCS’ Sensor Data Analytics IoT Framework collects, processes data 

from multiple sensors, and analyzes it 200 times faster than traditional models. 

The TCS Connected Universe Platform allows enterprises to easily develop, deploy, and administer IoT 

software applications. While software programmers can utilize the application programming interfaces 

provided in the platform, administrators can use the Connected Universe portal to manage IoT services. 

The platform enables rich analytics of data sourced from billions of internet-connected sensors. Its 

powerful pre-built microservices, ready-to-use solution accelerators, and process automation tools 

reduce the time and effort required for digital transformation and monetization. 

“Driven by its Business 4.0 vision, TCS has invested in building talent and skills giving it tremendous 

breadth and depth in industrial-scale IoT work. TCS is a thinking company and contributes considerable 

IP to scale digital and Industry 4.0 IoT. It also invests in significant co-innovation partnerships with 

customers, which is a major draw for enterprises looking to reimagine their business 

models,” said Pareekh Jain, Senior Vice President, HFS Research. 

“Our understanding of our customers’ overall business context, expertise in Big Data and analytics, 

investments in intellectual property, and a strong technology partner ecosystem are helping us deliver 

competitive differentiation and speed to market, making us the preferred partner for IoT-led 

transformations,” added Regu. 

[1] HFS Blueprint Report: Internet Of Things Services 2018, Pareekh Jain, Jim Eastlake, and Mayank 

Madhur; April 9, 2018. 
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Tech Mahindra and Government of Telangana Collaborate to Launch India’s First Blockchain 

District 

3 August 2018 

The Telangana State Information Technology, Electronics and Communication department (ITE&C) has 

signed an MoU (Memorandum of Understanding) with the global digital transformation provider Tech 

Mahindra to Launch India’s first Blockchain District in the state of Telangana. 

The Blockchain District will be a Center of Excellence for Blockchain, an incubator for technology and 

process development with innovative infrastructure and facilities to foster growth of Indian blockchain 

start-ups and companies. 
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Tech Mahindra as a founding member of the Blockchain district will provide platform and technology 

assistance to all the incubators in the the Blockchain District. Tech Mahindra will also empower 

accelerators to develop and solve market problems across its global customer ecosystem. Further, The 

Telengana ITE&C Department will provide regulatory and policy support to enable and promote 

Blockchain growth both in India and globally. 

IT Minister, K T Rama Rao, said, "Telangana government is proud to pioneer the first of its kind 

Blockchain District in India. With support from Tech Mahindra, we envision to set a global benchmark 

in providing cutting-edge Blockchain technology solutions and platforms across industries. It is not just 

a proud moment for Telangana but India as a global leader in the Digital Era” 

C P Gurnani, CEO & MD, Tech Mahindra, said, “The launch of the Blockchain District is a moment in 

history, a global talent hub which can unlock the value of blockchain technology in democratizing data 

and solving big scale world problems. It is also a huge step in reskilling and right skilling the workforce 

of the Future. Blockchain experts will be our crowning jewels as together we work towards making 

India the Blockchain capital of the world.” 

The Blockchain District will provide an opportunity for the Blockchain ecosystem in India to collaborate 

and work towards building a Blockchain District in the State of Telangana and transforming India as the 

Blockchain capital of the world. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Events News 

Centric Software to Offer PLM Masterclass for Manufacturers and Retailers in Jakarta 

21 August 2018 

Centric Software will be organising a PLM masterclass for manufacturers and retailers on August 29 in 

Jakarta, Indonesia. Participants can learn how Centric Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions 

can digitally transform the way they work at this conference.  

 

Centric Software’s Nick Wei, who helps global manufacturers and retailers implement Centric PLM, 

will be presenting. 
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ESD Alliance to Host Jim Hogan and Solido Founder Amit Gupta on Building a Startup to 

Successful Exit 

15 August 2018 

WHO: The Electronic System Design (ESD) Alliance, a SEMI Strategic Association Partner providing 

goods and services throughout the semiconductor design ecosystem 

WHAT: Will present “Crossing the Chasm: Building a Startup to a Successful Exit” with Jim Hogan, 

managing partner of Vista Ventures, LLC., and Amit Gupta, co-founder of Solido Design Automation 
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Inc. and a former ESD Alliance board member. Hogan, a member of Solido’s board of directors, will 

interview Gupta, its president and CEO, about his experience growing Solido from an EDA startup 

through acquisition by Mentor, a Siemens Business, in 2017. 

WHEN: Thursday, September 13, from 6 p.m. until 9 p.m. Dinner will be served at 6 p.m. The 

discussion will start at 7 p.m. 

WHERE: SEMI, 673 S. Milpitas Boulevard, Milpitas, Calif. 

Hogan, a experienced senior executive, has worked in the semiconductor design and manufacturing 

industry for more than 40 years, and serves as a board director for electronic design automation, 

intellectual property, semiconductor equipment, material science and IT companies. 

Gupta, now general manager, IC Verification Solutions Solido at Mentor, is a successful serial 

entrepreneur. He started and grew Analog Design Automation (now part of Synopsys) and Solido, 

raising more than $30 million in investment from venture capital, strategic, private and government 

sources. 

The semiconductor and electronic system design ecosystem community is invited to attend. It is open 

free of charge to all ESD Alliance member companies and registered attendees of Electronic Design 

Process Symposium (EDPS). Non-members and guests can attend for a fee of $50. Registration 

information can be found at: http://bit.ly/2KOxQU0 

For more information about the ESD Alliance, visit: www.esd-alliance.org  
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GE Ventures to Sponsor Innovations Day at HANNOVER MESSE USA 2018 

16 August 2018 

Hannover Fairs USA today announced that GE Ventures will sponsor Innovations Day at HANNOVER 

MESSE USA 2018. Karen Kerr, executive managing director of GE Ventures, will kick off Innovations 

Day with a presentation of the 2018 GE Ventures New Industrial Report on Thursday, September 13 in 

the Solutions Theater on the show floor. Kerr will share GE Ventures unique outlook for investing in the 

New Industrial segment with a focus on frontier technologies such as robotics, machine learning, 

artificial intelligence, augmented and virtual reality, 3D printing, cybersecurity, blockchain and 

predictive maintenance. 

“HANNOVER MESSE is the world’s foremost showcase for Industry 4.0,” said Kerr. “GE Ventures is 

excited to support bringing the Messe to North America and to showcase our new industrial portfolio 

companies that are reinventing global manufacturing with advanced technologies and new business 

models.” 

GE Ventures invests broadly in the New Industrial segment in ways that will improve the design, 

manufacturing, delivery and operation of products. The company invests in both early-stage and growth-

stage companies with a particular interest in how energy intersects with manufacturing, mobility and 

smart environments. 

“We are proud and excited to partner with GE Ventures in the new Solutions Theater at HANNOVER 

MESSE USA to showcase how GE Ventures investment strategy is propelling manufacturing forward,” 
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said Adrienne Zepeda, show manager of Industrial Events at Hannover Fairs USA. 

Other highlights of Innovations Day include a presentation by GE Ventures portfolio company Xometry, 

the largest on-demand manufacturing platform that is transforming custom manufacturing through its 

proprietary software platform. GE Ventures also will host an additive manufacturing panel discussion, 

featuring thought leaders focused on the latest innovations in 3D printing for the industrial sector. 

Also during Innovations Day, GE Ventures and Sente will host a pitch showcase for early-stage startup 

companies focused on digital factory technologies, such as Industrial Internet of Things, artificial 

intelligence, robotics, augmented and virtual reality, blockchain and similar leading-edge innovations. 

The pitch showcase provides select startups with a unique opportunity to showcase their innovations to 

potential customers, key investors and the media attending the trade show. Participating startups will be 

selected by GE Ventures, Sente and the Hannover Fairs USA team. 

“Entrepreneurs need more than capital. They need strategic partners that can provide access to potential 

customers, expertise, intellectual property and much more,” said Kerr. “Innovations Day at 

HANNOVER MESSE USA will showcase how GE Ventures is investing in the industrial revolution 

and supporting the creation of new products and services.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Lantek presents three new advanced manufacturing products at EuroBLECH 

20 August 2018 

Lantek, as part of its drive to increase efficiency, productivity and profitability through its Metal Digital 

Transformation technology is introducing three new products specifically aimed towards the sheet metal 

and fabrication industries.   

Lantek Analytics is part of Lanteks Synergy concept and analyses both customer and manufacturing 

KPIs (Key Performance Indicators). The modules come with a set of standard KPIs which have been 

developed by Lantek through consultation with companies in the industry to meet the vast majority of 

requirements. However, customers can still specify additional KPIs to suit their individual business 

needs, tailoring the software to their requirements where necessary. 

For Lantek Customer Analytics, KPIs include the percentage of accepted quotes, the best customers by 

accepted quotes and margins, deviation from estimated costs and the history and location of quotes. 

Lantek Manufacturing Analytics KPIs include availability of equipment, OEE, parts produced and 

percentage of good parts over a specified period, percentage of remnants over total raw material, stock 

status and weight of parts produced.  A virtual model of the workshop and working practices fit this 

information analysis exactly to each individual manufacturer. 

The Lantek Analytics software has been designed to be plug and play for the majority of companies, 

minimising installation and disruption and ensuring a rapid learning curve so that engineers and 

managers can benefit from the information very quickly. To further simplify installation, security and 

maintenance of the software, it resides in the cloud. This offers some significant benefits as it removes 

the need for costly hardware and the know-how necessary to keep it secure and operational.  All these 

aspects of the system are taken care of in the cloud with military grade data security, updates to the 

system automatically implemented and access possible from anywhere in the world. 
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With Lantek Analytics, companies can keep track of performance as it happens, and use the information 

to make decisions on changes to sales strategies, production processes and investment in new equipment 

based on facts and, in addition, have the ability to predict future performance. 

To bring customer and supplier closer, two new products Metalshop and iQuote make it possible for 

sheet metal companies to respond automatically to quotation requests online and for their sales teams to 

quickly prepare budget prices. 

Metalshop is the web interface which enables customers to login and submit a request for quotation and 

place an order online, uploading all the information about material, quantities, required delivery dates, 

delivery methods and most importantly the geometry of the part itself. This request then sets in motion a 

series of automated queries within the Lantek software through the iQuote App, for example, the cutting 

times, the cost of material, stock levels and the margins to be applied. Queries to Lantek MES check the 

levels of work already going through the workshop and schedule cutting and other operations and 

outsourced operations to meet the required delivery date. As part of the process, the iQuote App checks 

for anomalies in the data such as bad CAD data and zero weight of part, creating an alert for user 

intervention so that an engineer can resolve the problem with the customer. 

This technology automates all of the quotation and ordering process, delivering accurate quotations to 

the customer in a matter of minutes and then, with Metalshop, going on to automate order confirmation, 

release of the order to production, and finally, delivery and invoicing, all through a web interface. Where 

there is an anomaly in the information engineers will be alerted so that skilled intervention will only be 

required in exceptional circumstances.   

The iQuote App is also designed be used on its own as a rapid way for a manufacturer’s sales team to 

get prices for their customers, making it ideal where large volumes of quotations are required. It uses all 

the same mechanisms for cost queries as it does when combined with Metalshop, but needs confirmation 

from the final client before the sales person accepts the order and transfers it to Lantek MES for 

manufacture.  

With Lantek’s software sheet metal manufacturers will be able to build up a much closer relationship 

with their clients by tailoring their responses for the optimum results while making it easy to do business 

and, at the same time, maximise production performance and profitability with minimum effort. With 

Lantek, Metal Digital Transformation technology Industry 4.0 is now a reality with substantial benefits 

for companies making the move. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Financial News 

Accelerated Annualized Recurring Revenue (ARR) Growth Highlights Autodesk's Second Quarter 

Results 

23 August 2018 

Autodesk, Inc. today reported financial results for the second quarter of fiscal 2019. 

Second Quarter Fiscal 2019 

Subscription plan ARR was $1.68 billion, an increase of 115 percent compared to the second quarter last 
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year as reported, and 111 percent on a constant currency basis. Under the prior revenue accounting 

standard, ASC 605, subscription plan ARR was $1.66 billion, an increase of 112 percent compared to 

the second quarter last year. 

Total ARR was $2.35 billion, an increase of 28 percent compared to the second quarter last year as 

reported, and 27 percent on a constant currency basis. Under ASC 605, total ARR was $2.32 billion, an 

increase of 27 percent compared to the second quarter last year. 

Subscription plan subscriptions increased 290,000 from the first quarter of fiscal 2019 to 2.86 million at 

the end of the second quarter. Subscription plan subscriptions benefited from 117,000 maintenance 

subscribers that converted to product subscription under the maintenance-to-subscription (M2S) 

program. 

Total subscriptions increased 119,000 from the first quarter of fiscal 2019 to 3.94 million at the end of 

the second quarter. 

Deferred revenue was $1.80 billion, an increase of 1 percent compared to the second quarter last year. 

Total deferred revenue (deferred revenue plus unbilled deferred revenue) was $2.21 billion, an increase 

of approximately 20 percent compared to the second quarter last year. Under ASC 605, total deferred 

revenue was $2.28 billion, an increase of approximately 24 percent compared to the second quarter last 

year. 

Revenue was $612 million, an increase of 22 percent compared to the second quarter last year as 

reported, and 21 percent on a constant currency basis. Under ASC 605, revenue was $611 million, an 

increase of 22 percent compared to the second quarter last year. 

Billings were $605 million, an increase of 27 percent compared to the second quarter last year. Under 

ASC 605, billings were $592 million, an increase of 24 percent compared to the second quarter last year. 

Total GAAP spend (cost of revenue plus operating expenses) was $636 million, an increase of 4 percent 

compared to the second quarter last year as reported, and 3 percent on a constant currency basis. Absent 

ASC 340-40, total GAAP spend was $626 million, an increase of 3 percent compared to the second 

quarter last year. 

Total non-GAAP spend was $556 million, an increase of 5 percent compared to the second quarter last 

year, as reported, and 4 percent on a constant currency basis. A reconciliation of GAAP to non-GAAP 

results is provided in the accompanying tables. Absent ASC 340-40, total non-GAAP spend was $546 

million, an increase of 3 percent compared to the second quarter last year. 

GAAP diluted net loss per share was $(0.18), compared to GAAP diluted net loss per share of $(0.66) in 

the second quarter last year. Under ASC 605 and absent ASC 340-40, GAAP diluted net loss per share 

was $(0.12). 

Non-GAAP diluted earnings per share was $0.19, compared to non-GAAP diluted net loss per share 

of $(0.11) in the second quarter last year. Under ASC 605 and absent ASC 340-40, non-GAAP diluted 

net income per share was $0.23. 

For definitions, please view the Glossary of Terms later in this document. 

"Broad-based strength in customer demand and continued execution across our business helped 

accelerate growth in ARR and annualized revenue per subscription (ARPS)," said Andrew 

Anagnost, Autodesk president and CEO.  "A superior user experience is motivating new customers to 

turn to Autodesk subscription and cloud offerings, and we continue to see a steady stream of existing 
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maintenance customers migrating to subscription." 

"We posted strong results for several key metrics including billings, revenue, total deferred revenue, and 

earnings," said Scott Herren, Autodesk CFO.  "We also generated positive cash flow from operating 

activities and expect to be cash flow positive for the year.  We're pleased with our performance in the 

first half of the fiscal year and are confident in our ability to drive results for the remainder of the year." 

Second Quarter Operational Overview 

Subscription plan ARR was $1.68 billion, an increase of 115 percent compared to the second quarter last 

year as reported, and 111 percent on a constant currency basis.  Subscription plan ARR includes $342 

millionrelated to the maintenance-to-subscription program.  Maintenance plan ARR was $666 million, a 

decrease of 36 percent compared to the second quarter last year as reported, and on a constant currency 

basis.  Total ARR was $2.35 billion, an increase of 28 percent compared to the second quarter last year 

as reported, and 27 percent on a constant currency basis. 

Subscription plan subscriptions (product, enterprise business agreements, and cloud) were 2.86 million, 

a net increase of 290,000 from the first quarter of fiscal 2019, led by new product subscriptions and 

117,000 product subscriptions that migrated from maintenance plan subscriptions.  Maintenance plan 

subscriptions were 1.07 million, a net decrease of 172,000 from the first quarter of fiscal 2019, which 

includes the 117,000 that migrated to product subscription.  Total subscriptions were 3.94 million, a net 

increase of 119,000 from the first quarter of fiscal 2019. 

Total recurring revenue in the second quarter was 96 percent of total revenue, compared to 91 percent of 

total revenue in the second quarter last year. 

Revenue in the Americas was $248 million, an increase of 16 percent compared to the second quarter 

last year as reported, and 15 percent on a constant currency basis.  Under ASC 605, revenue in 

the Americas was $249 million, an increase of 16 percent compared to the second quarter last year.  

Revenue in EMEA was $248 million, an increase of 25 percent compared to the second quarter last year 

as reported, and 22 percent on a constant currency basis.  Under ASC 605, revenue in EMEA was $246 

million, an increase of 24 percent compared to the second quarter last year.  Revenue in APAC 

was $116 million, an increase of 31 percent compared to the second quarter last year as reported, and 30 

percent on a constant currency basis. Under ASC 605, revenue in APAC was $115 million, an increase 

of 30 percent compared to the second quarter last year. 

Business Outlook 

The following are forward-looking statements based on current expectations and assumptions, and 

involve risks and uncertainties some of which are set forth below under "Safe Harbor 

Statement."  Autodesk's business outlook for the third quarter and full year fiscal 2019 assumes, among 

other things, a continuation of the current economic environment and foreign exchange currency rate 

environment.  A reconciliation between the fiscal 2019 GAAP and non-GAAP estimates is provided 

below or in the tables following this press release. 

Starting the first quarter of fiscal 2019, Autodesk reports its results under two new accounting 

standards.  Revenue is now reported under Accounting Standard Codification ("ASC") 606 and sales 

commissions are now reported under ASC 340-40. We did not recast historical information as we 

elected to use the modified retrospective transition method. These new standards did not result in a 

change in timing or amount of revenue recognized for the majority of our maintenance and subscription 

offerings, though there may be immaterial shifts in the timing of revenue recognition due to the 
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elimination of VSOE requirements and other differences between the standards.  However, we are 

required to capitalize and amortize sales commissions under the new standards. ASC 606 and ASC 340-

40 do not affect cash flows or subscriptions. 

To read the full release, include earnings charts, please visit http://investors.autodesk.com/news-

releases/news-release-details/accelerated-annualized-recurring-revenue-arr-growth-highlights 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Chinasoft Accelerates Its Strategic Transformation, Achieving a Net Profit Growth of 46.2% 

21 August 2018 

Chinasoft International announced today its 2108 interim results. 

For the first half of the 2018, the Group's business achieved high growth. Its revenue, service revenue, 

profit for the period, and net profit attributable to the owners of the Group achieved a YoY growth of 

16.1%, 17.9%, 48.0%, and 44.9%. 

For the first half of 2018, the Group accelerated its global service layout with its cloud driven 

digitalization services and continued to improve its overall competitiveness. The Group ranked 7th in 

the latest "Top 100 Most Competitive Chinese Software Enterprises" (and continues to rise in rankings), 

and became the backbone of China's software and ITS development. It plays a leading role in industrial 

innovation and upgrade transformations of government and enterprise customers. 

A. Focus on Large Customers and Promote Comprehensive Strategic Partnerships. 

During the reporting period, the Group continued its in-depth partnerships with large customers 

including Huawei, HSBC, Tencent, Ping-An, and etc. Through its "zero distance" innovative service, the 

Group understood its customers' demands better, improved its management capabilities, and increased 

quality and delivery efficiencies. Furthermore, the Group combined cloud services with its Internet 

platform to provide Chinese and global enterprises with more capabilities, values, and more smart 

technologies, creating a new ecosystem in the digital world. 

During the reporting period, the Group strengthened its partnership with Huawei, and was named 

"Huawei Cloud's Best Partner". The oversea strategic partnership achieved substantial breakthrough 

in Malaysia, Myanmar, India, and etc. The Group was introduced into Huawei's "Service Provider 

Development Program," becoming its trustworthy strategic partner. 

HSBC's line of business progressed steadily. The Group participated in the development HSBC's third 

generation global commercial banking platform and HSBC risk control department's key project, and 

completed the upgrade of a HSBC's brand new online banking system infrastructure. The online banking 

line of business grew 30% YoY. During the reporting period, the HSBC SME digitalization line of 

business achieved breakthrough in global servicing capabilities. The Group's delivery team 

in Xi'an surpassed that of in England and India, gaining competitive advantages. 

During the reporting period, Tencent software service line of business grew rapidly. The Group's 

Guangzhou WeChat line of business expanded quickly, and the Group worked a WeSure, a subsidiary 

of Tencent, to signed its first customer project.  Furthermore, Ants Financial oversea payment project 

was launched in Indonesia, reaching a certain scale. Ali Mama's advertisement audit business was also 

implemented. Lastly, the Group formed a strategic partnership with Baidu in artificial intelligence, 
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specifically in technology enablement, market expansion, innovative technologies, and etc.  

During the reporting period, the Group continued to strengthen its comprehensive strategic partnership 

with Ping-An. The Group and Ping-An signed a strategic cooperation to jointly develop the Shenzhen 

Smart IT project. Furthermore, the Group and Ping-An Insurance continued its in-depth partnership and 

upgraded the partnership model. The Group will leverage its mobile, big data, and other capabilities to 

help Ping-An Insurance connect to its clients (precise matching). 

B. Accelerate the Strategic Transformation: Emerging Business Grew Rapidly 

During the reporting period, the emerging business, largely represented by JointForce, cloud, and big 

data businesses, achieved high growth. The revenue of the emerging business was RMB 741.655 

million and accounted for 15.4% of the total revenue, representing a YoY growth of 95%. Through the 

accelerated implementation of the transformation strategy, the Group's revenue structure and 

profitability improved during the reporting period. The new generation cloud driven, platform IT 

enterprise's value will continue to blossom. 

1. JointForce Sees Positive Results, With the Implementation of the "Cloud Integrative Service" 

Completing Its Ecosystem Blueprint    

The JointForce platform has been commercialized for three years now, and has continued to enrich its 

services, upgrade its business model, and accelerate the growth of its servicing capabilities. JointForce's 

resources now span across 400 cities (districts and counties). The volume of the work posted in the first 

half of 2018 was RMB 1.2 billion, and has completed over 10,000 enterprises' precision profiling and 

due diligence. JointForce has truly established a cloud ecosystem focusing in software development. 

Focusing on the software service demand of the Government, JointForce launched its "Cloud Integrative 

Service" solution. This solution, through establishing a cloud integrative service platform, helps the 

government with IT services, including online purchasing transaction services, due diligence for service 

providers based on enterprise big data. This solution is being quickly recognized, approved, applied and 

promoted. It is in operation in Nanjing, has reached a pilot phase in Xi'an, and reached a strategic 

agreement with the Zhejiang government. Furthermore, JointForce's "Cloud Integrative Service" team 

has penetrated the top 50 GDP cities in the country and helped over tens of thousands of software 

service providers undergo digital due diligence, completing precision profiling. 

"Cloud Software Parks" continued to be promoted, 

serving Jiangsu, Shandong, Hubei, Anhui, Chongqing, Zhejiang, Fujian, and other provinces. There are 

close to 1,000 people ("army") there to promote locally and provide local services. In these regions, 

JointForce software ecosystems are beginning to form. 

During the reporting period, the Group focused on intelligent manufacturing. JointForce adhered to the 

"China Manufacture 2025 Core Integrators" development initiative and formed strategic partnerships 

with ESI Group (France), Haier, Phoenix Contacts (Germany), Fast, Nari Information and 

Telecommunication, and other prominent domestic enterprises as well as multiple governments. 

JointForce and Haier's COSMOPlat platform will go hand in hand to fully promote the industrial 

intelligent manufacturing cloud ecosystem. In the virtual prototyping field, the Group migrated ESI 

Group's industrial virtual prototype solution onto the cloud and fully realized "Honeycomb's" intelligent 

manufacturing integration capabilities. Through cloud, the Group will be able to distribute this solution 

to the Chinese manufacturers and crease a virtual prototype application ecosystem through "JointForce + 

Honeycomb". 
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During the reporting period, the Group continued to expand in the artificial intelligence and industrial 

software industries. The Group formed a strategic partnership with the Nanjing Turning Artificial 

Intelligence Research Institute, founded by Academician Yao Zhizhi. Together they will establish the 

JointForce Turning Research Institute and accelerate the evolution of AI technology products. 

Furthermore, the Group will also jointly promote the construction of the "Industrial Software 

International Cooperation Industrial Base" with the China Electronic Information Industry Association. 

2. Cloud Business Grows Steadily and Its Business Scope Expands 

During the reporting period, the Group's cloud line of business grew steadily, successfully realized 

overseas cloud business layout, and successfully expanded its business scope with Huawei 

Cloud, Tencent Cloud, and Baidu Cloud. The Group was nominated for 100% third-party service 

software operation and maintenance supporting project of Huawei's e-government PaaS platform; it 

completed Huawei cloud and multiple e-government cloud migration projects, and provided cloud 

migration service for near 40 users and about 180 application and business systems, with the number of 

cumulatively migrated cloud hosts over 1,100 and total data volume near 700T. The Group passed the 

certification of independent software vendor (ISV) of Tencent cloud and obtained Tencent Cloud's 

subcontracting channel. The Group successfully developed a cloud deployment solution based on 

Microsoft enterprise applications. The Group introduced mature Azure-based cloud service capacity, 

built a joint team with members from China, the US and India, developed the "Hosting" solution of 

Huawei cloud for Microsoft products, and realized the globalized layout of cloud services. During the 

reporting period, the Group's enterprise cloud disk capabilities reached an industry leading position, and 

expanded its business to Southeast Asia, Africa, and other regions. 

3. Big Data Business Continues to Expand Its Industry Leading Position, Fueled by Success in 

Multiple Industries 

During the reporting period, following the strategy of exploring in-depth solutions and focusing on the 

industry, the Group continued to strive in different industries and won landmark project, continuing to 

expand its industry leading position. In the banking, securities, insurance, and other sub-segment of the 

finance industry, the Group will continue to focus on the quality customers, understand the industry 

need, and continue to upgrade its services. In the airport industry, the Group won the bid for the Beijing 

New Airport Intelligent Data Center System Project and the Wuhan Tianhe Airport Intelligent Data 

Warehouse Construction Project. In the public transportation industry, the Group successfully won the 

bid for the Jiangsu Province One Card Platform data mining project, the Beijing One Card Big Data 

Platform Project and the Xi'an City Running Big Data Project. 

In the first half of 2018, facing the complex situation of the US-China trade war, fluctuation of currency 

in emerging markets, and the volatility of the stock market, the Group remained resolute towards its 

strategy. Firmly believing in its strategic transformation, the Group formed an employee owned fund, 

which increased its shares of the Group during this period, showing the Group's confident in future 

business development. This action solidified the capital market's confident in the Group.  

Under the opportunity of the digital China transformation, the Group will, in the future, penetrate the 

government and enterprise market. Through the JointForce software ecosystem platform, the Group will 

continue to export new technologies, form new businesses, establish new ecosystem, ignite new 

motives, and to fully utilize the Group cloud service and top IT design capabilities to drive the Group to 

optimize the revenue structure and realize business model upgrade. The Group will continue to become 

a global IT service leader with comprehensive strength and outstanding innovation capabilities. 
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Perspecta Announces Financial Results for First Quarter of Fiscal Year 2019 

14 August 2018 

Perspecta Inc. announced financial results for the first quarter of fiscal year 2019, which ended June 30, 

2018. On May 31, 2018, Perspecta became an independent company through consummation of the spin-

off by DXC Technology (DXC) of its U.S. Public Sector Business (USPS) and completed its mergers 

with Vencore Holding Corp. (Vencore) and KGS Holding Corp. (KeyPoint). On June 1, 2018, Perspecta 

began trading on the New York Stock Exchange under the ticker symbol “PRSP.” 

“We are excited to begin operating and reporting as Perspecta, a leader in combining enterprise 

information technology and mission services to serve the needs of the U.S. public sector,” said Mac 

Curtis, Perspecta’s president and CEO. “We are committed to delivering robust and sustainable growth 

as we execute across the entire services pyramid and differentiate through innovation and intellectual 

property. The first quarter's strong performance across the board positions us well to meet the promises 

we laid out at our Investor Day and build a solid foundation for the future.” 

Results provided in accordance with U.S. generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) reflect the 

operations of USPS for the period from April 1, 2018 to June 30, 2018 and Vencore and KeyPoint for 

the period from June 1, 2018 to June 30, 2018. To aid investors and analysts with year-over-year 

comparability for the combined businesses of USPS, Vencore and KeyPoint, Perspecta is including 

certain pro forma financial information that combines the stand-alone USPS, Vencore and KeyPoint 

financial information as if the acquisition had taken place on April 1, 2017. Adjusted results exclude 

costs directly associated with the spin-off and mergers and the ongoing integration process. The tables 

in Reconciliation of Non-GAAP Financial Measures at the end of this press release provide all 

appropriate reconciliations from pro forma and adjusted results to GAAP. 

Revenue for the quarter was $793 million, up 17 percent compared to the first quarter of fiscal year 

2018, primarily as a result of the mergers. Pro forma revenue for the quarter was $1.04 billion, up 2 

percent from the first quarter of fiscal year 2018. Major drivers of the year-over-year pro forma increase 

include continued growth in intelligence community support and background investigations, which more 

than offset the completion of a large engineering support contract for the Kennedy Space Center. 

Income before taxes for the first quarter of fiscal year 2019 was $41 million (5.2 percent operating 

margin). Net income was $29 million, or $0.17 per share, which was down 9 percent from the first 

quarter of fiscal year 2018. 

Pro forma adjusted EBITDA was $195 million for the first quarter, up 37 percent year-over-year, as pro 

forma adjusted EBITDA margin improved from 13.9 percent to 18.8 percent. Both income before taxes 

and pro forma adjusted EBITDA benefited from a $24 million gain on the divestiture of a contract to 

avoid a potential organizational conflict of interest arising from the Vencore merger. Excluding the 

divestiture gain, pro forma adjusted EBITDA margin was 16.5 percent. Pro forma adjusted diluted 

earnings per share for the quarter was $0.54, up 50 percent year-over-year, consistent with the increasing 

revenue and profitability. Excluding the divestiture gain, pro forma adjusted diluted EPS was $0.44, up 

22 percent year-over-year. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Synopsys Posts Financial Results for Third Quarter Fiscal Year 2018 

22 August 2018 

Synopsys, Inc. today reported results for its third quarter of fiscal year 2018. Revenue was $779.7 

million, compared to $695.4 million for the third quarter of fiscal year 2017, an increase of 12.1 percent. 

  

"Synopsys delivered another outstanding quarter and is raising revenue and non-GAAP earnings per 

share guidance for the year. The age of digital intelligence is driving significant investments by 

traditional and new semiconductor and systems companies, as well as software developers across many 

industries. Our strategic investments over the past several years are paying off. Strong products and 

customer relationships in EDA and IP, as well as our rapid growth in software security and quality, are 

leading to double-digit revenue and non-GAAP earnings growth in 2018," said Aart de Geus, chairman 

and co-CEO of Synopsys. "This backdrop provides a solid foundation for continued growth and 

increased operating leverage in the business." 

GAAP Results 

On a generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) basis, net income for the third quarter of fiscal 

2018 was $79.4 million, or $0.52 per share, compared to $116.8 million, or $0.75 per share, for the third 

quarter of fiscal 2017. These results reflect a $26 million charge related to the settlement of Mentor 

Graphics patent litigation. 

Non-GAAP Results 

For the third quarter of fiscal 2018, on a non-GAAP basis, net income was $145.6 million, or $0.95 per 

share, compared to non-GAAP net income of $141.6 million, or $0.92 per share, for the third quarter of 

fiscal 2017.  

A reconciliation between GAAP and non-GAAP results is provided at the end of this press release.   

To read the full release with charts, please visit https://news.synopsys.com/2018-08-22-Synopsys-Posts-

Financial-Results-for-Third-Quarter-Fiscal-Year-2018 
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Implementation Investments 

aim'n Chooses YuniquePLM® for Seamless Data Flow to Decrease Time to Market 

21 August 2018 

Visibility through the entire workflow helps companies be more productive and collaborate to bring new 

products to market faster than before. "With the implementation of YuniquePLM, we are able to work at 

a quicker pace than ever before and have control of the full product development process from idea to 

production," said Robin Mostacero, CEO at aim'n. 

aim'n was created in 2013 to deliver inspiring sportswear to motivate and boost women as they strive to 

succeed at activities they love. The designs are inspired by owners Tekla and Helens' childhood 
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experiences, life, nature and favorite things. With more than 100,000 satisfied customers that visit more 

than 17 retailers in 8 different countries who wear aim'n designs in more than 120 countries, aim'n's 

dream has come true – to supply the world with happy pants in the activewear market. 

In addition to bringing products to market quicker, aim'n will be able to broaden their network of 

vendors and have control over the creation process of new products. 

"Gerber is excited to add aim'n to the YuniquePLM family," said Bill Brewster, vice president and 

general manager, enterprise software solutions for Gerber Technology. "aim'n will be able to save more 

time throughout the entire workflow by streamlining the data through each step." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Goorin Bros. Gets Ahead with Centric Software 

21 August 2018 

Goorin Bros., the headwear company based in San Francisco, California has selected Centric Software 

to provide its Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solution.  

Started on the streets of Pittsburgh in 1895 with a horse and cart, Goorin Bros. is a fourth-generation 

family business producing premier headwear. Until ten years ago, Goorin Bros. was predominantly a 

wholesale business. With a mission to become more brand-focused, the company opened two retail 

stores, and now has 32 retail stores across the US, two in Canada, a fast-growing online store and a 

wholesale business that supplies around 300 different retailers across the world. 

“One of our challenges that we’ve identified would be to shift our product strategies to accommodate for 

the differences in regions, climate and even style to create an ideal mix for each.  Part of overcoming 

that challenge would be providing the necessary tools and direction for the design and product 

development departments that they need so that they can continue to create great hats that sell,” says 

Brian Rouspil, VP of Product and Salesat Goorin Bros. “When we were primarily a wholesale company, 

we used to just make a spring/summer and fall/winter collection each year. Now with our retail and 

ecommerce channels that are direct to consumer, we need to produce a variety of hats that are suitable 

for different climate seasons and relevant for different style reasons all year round.” 

Rouspil continues, “To do that, we have to be organized. We started looking into PLM solutions so that 

we would have a library of information about each of our products as a starting point for developing hats 

each season, and a centralized system for our design and product developer departments to see what type 

of products we need for different regions. We also work with 30-40 vendors, including our own factory 

in New Jersey, which all create specific types of products for us; from wool, straw, knits, and cut and 

sew hats, to accessories like pins, feathers, hats boxes, etc. This can make communication and planning 

challenging and we wanted a way to organize, communicate and broadcast changes easily within our 

internal teams to our vendors and also our retail stores.” 

After a fortuitous call from Centric when Goorin Bros. was starting to research PLM vendors, followed 

by in-depth demos, the company selected Centric SMB which is Centric’s cloud-based SaaS PLM 

solution for small and medium sized brands. 

As Rouspil says, “We considered several options, but Centric really took the time to show us exactly 

what their solution offered, how it could suit our needs, and what the ramp-up process would be like. 
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Being able to get real-life experience with the user-friendly PLM interface was a huge differentiator for 

us.” 

“We’re looking forward to the implementation,” concludes Rouspil. “Centric is going to help us work 

smarter, organize the product division of our business and give our teams the opportunity to do more of 

what they do best. We expect it will impact sales, as we’ll have a much clearer picture of what we need 

to produce and will be able to get to market faster. We hope it will make it as easy as possible for people 

to buy a great hat!” 

“We’re very happy to welcome Goorin Bros. on board as our latest Centric SMB partner,” says Chris 

Groves, President and CEO of Centric Software. “We are delighted that Goorin Bros. has chosen Centric 

as the foundation for their continued growth and we look forward to partnering with them for years to 

come.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Product News 

BobCAD-CAM Releases New Version 31 CAD-CAM Software 

22 August 2018 

BobCAD-CAM announces the release of BobCAD-CAM V31. It is now available for purchase and will 

debut September 2018 at IMTS in Chicago, booth E133128. “We here at BobCAD are super excited to 

unveil our latest BobCAD-CAM V31 to the public. The most noticeable change will be the brand new 

user interface which utilizes the more modern ribbon bar style found commonly in most of today’s 

applications. This is such a vast improvement in the user experience over the previous versions for 

existing customers and new users alike,” says Greg Myers of BobCAD-CAM’s developmental team. 

Version 31 contains powerful new features for designing and machining that benefit 2-5 axis job shop 

manufacturers. Improvements in this version have touched all aspects of the software. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

C3D Modeler for Teigha Updated for 2018 

20 August 2018 

C3D Labs announced it has updated the C3D Modeler for Teigha. This is a lightweight version of the 

C3D Modeler geometric kernel designed to develop 3D applications on the Open Design Alliance’s 

Teigha platform. Developers who use Teigha’s API gain access to 3D solid modeling functions through 

this module. 

C3D Labs will present the new features added to C3D Modeler for Teigha 2018 at next month’s Open 

Design Developer Conference in Prague. During a special conference session, interested developers and 

partners will be able to view the new functions first-hand. The special session will be held Tuesday, 

September 11 at the conference. 

C3D Modeler for Teigha 2018 provides the Teigha community with powerful tools for developing new 
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3D applications and for extending the capabilities of 2D systems. 

C3D Modeler for Teigha already supports the creation of complex 3D solids, such as extrusions, 

revolutions, sweeps, chamfers, fillets, thin-walled solids, Boolean operations between solids, and solids 

consisting of a face and an underlying surface. 

The updated C3D Modeler for Teigha is available free for testing through the Teigha Marketplace. Open 

Design Alliance members may request an evaluation by going 

to https://www.opendesign.com/members/marketplace/c3d-modeler-teigha. 

Learn more about C3D Modeler for Teigha at the Teigha Blog. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Cohesive Solutions Pioneers an Integration of Propel and IBM Maximo Work Centers 

22 August 2018 

Cohesive Solutions announces a new integration of Propel and IBM Maximo's Work 

Centers. Propel enables organizations to visualize and manage performance so they can reduce risk, 

manage outcomes, and achieve operational excellence. Work Centers provide smart easy to use features 

such as; approving, assigning, monitoring and closing work. Now Maximo users have the option to 

access Propel via Maximo Work Centers. A Propel user's home dashboard can be rendered as its own 

unique Maximo Work Center, and individual Propel components or views can be embedded in other 

Maximo Work Centers. This is a great convenience for day to day Maximo users as it does not require 

separate URLs or log-in credentials. 

"Maximo customers want to use the data they are collecting in Maximo (and other systems) to monitor, 

manage and improve their outcomes – Reliability, Availability, Efficiency, Value, etc. – as well as their 

processes. Maximo's new Work Centers provide a role-centric intuitive method to execute their 

processes, such as Work Planning and Scheduling, or Work Execution. And now with Propel embedded 

in the same technology, those same roles can also measure and visualize the outcome of those processes, 

such as improvements in labor utilization or customer service, from the same user experience," said 

Anthony Honaker, Vice President of Product Strategy and Development at Cohesive Solutions. 

Earlier this year Cohesive Solutions announced new Propel Performance Management solution 

enhancements. In April, Cohesive launched solutions for measuring operational performance leveraging 

the Oracle E-Business Suite (EBS). In conjunction with IBM Maximo or any other Enterprise Asset 

Management system, Propel can broaden the ecosystem of key business processes under measurement 

for organizations seeking to continuously improve their operations. 

Cohesive Solutions continues to push the boundaries of managing operational excellence. Cohesive 

Solutions' consultancy practice is dedicated to overlaying practices of Operational Excellence, TQM and 

Lean Six Sigma. 

"There will never be a version ‘dot done'. Just like our customers, who strive to continuously improve 

their operations and the resulting business performance, we have made improvements over the last few 

years to Propel to meet industry challenges such as sourcing trustworthy information, aligning business 

processes and objective driven KPIs, and fostering a culture of performance", said George Lowry CEO 

and President of Cohesive Solutions in a recent interview at the BTOES conference. 
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Dell EMC Accelerates Artificial Intelligence Adoption for Digital Transformation 

7 August 2018 

Dell EMC announces the availability of new Ready Solutions for AI, with specialized designs for 

Machine Learning with Hadoop and Deep Learning with NVIDIA. The Dell EMC Ready Solutions 

simplify AI environments, deliver faster, deeper insights than the competition1, and leverage Dell 

EMC’s proven expertise to help organizations realize the full potential of AI. 

”There’s no doubt that AI is the future, and our customers are preparing for it now,” said Tom Burns, 

senior vice president, Networking & Solutions, Dell EMC. “Our goal is to lead the industry with the 

most powerful and fully-integrated AI solutions. What we’re announcing today allows customers at any 

scale to start seeing better business outcomes and positions them for AI’s increasingly important role in 

the future.” 

Emerging technologies such as AI will transform lives and how people work and conduct business over 

the next decade. According to Dell Technologies’ research with 3,800 business leaders around the globe, 

conducted in partnership with VansonBourne, nearly 80% of organizations will be investing in advanced 

AI technologies within the next five years. 

Dell EMC Ready Solutions for AI 

AI is increasingly a strategic priority for most organizations. However, deploying and managing AI 

workloads is complex, costly, and requires extensive integration and testing of the hardware and 

software. 

The new Dell EMC Ready Solutions for AI were built to simplify AI, deliver faster, deeper insights, and 

leverage Dell EMC’s proven AI expertise. Organizations no longer have to individually source and 

piece together their own solutions. Instead, they can rely on a Dell EMC-designed and validated set of 

best-of-breed technologies for software – including AI frameworks and libraries - with compute, 

networking and storage. Dell EMC’s portfolio of services from consulting to deployment, support and 

education helps customers drive the rapid adoption and optimization of their AI environments. 

“AI is being driven by leaps in GPU computing power that defy the slowdown in Moore’s Law,” said 

Ian Buck, vice president and general manager, Accelerated Computing Group, NVIDIA. “Dell EMC 

Ready Solutions for AI with Tensor Core GPUs empower AI developers to tackle some of the greatest 

challenges of our time.” 

"Dell EMC and Cloudera have partnered to include Cloudera Data Science Workbench in their Ready 

Solutions for AI. This enables Dell EMC customers deploying Cloudera Data Science Workbench to 

accelerate machine learning with the ability to build, scale and deploy solutions with a secure, self-

service enterprise data platform," said Hilary Mason, general manager of Machine Learning at Cloudera. 

"This means IT organizations can bring data science to their data, while data scientists can access, 

collaborate and manage their data in a way that best suits them and their enterprise, resulting in an easier 

and faster path to production." 

“Organizations spend precious and costly time gathering, configuring, testing and troubleshooting 

machine learning environments for data scientists, at the expense of time delivering business insights,” 
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said Bill Wagner, CEO of Bright Computing. “Dell EMC Ready Solutions for AI, with Bright Cluster 

for Data Science, makes it easier to get machine learning environments up and running in a cluster-ready 

environment to automatically scale as demand for deep learning capacity grows.”  

Availability: 

The Dell EMC Ready Solutions are available now in the United States. Availability rolls out in Brazil, 

Canada, Mexico, France, Germany, UK, Australia, China, India and Japan within 60 days. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

HPE and Alibaba Cloud announce collaboration to deliver next-generation hybrid cloud solutions in 

Asia Pacific 

20 August 2018 

Hewlett Packard Enterprise (HPE) today announced a collaboration with Alibaba Cloud, the cloud 

computing arm of Alibaba Group, as the first technology vendor to deliver next-generation on-premise 

hybrid cloud solutions with Apsara Stack on HPE platforms in Asia Pacific (excluding China). 

To respond to a new generation of apps and data, organizations are looking towards adopting hybrid 

cloud strategies that combine both public cloud and private cloud into a seamlessly blended 

infrastructure to achieve business agility and optimize operational efficiency. However, many still prefer 

to host their cloud within their on-premise data centers for security, compliance or data sovereignty 

reasons. 

To help accelerate small to large scale hybrid cloud deployments ranging from 20 to 10,000 servers, 

HPE, Alibaba Cloud and Intel are collaborating to optimize and certify Apsara Stack cloud services on 

HPE platforms, including HPE ProLiant Gen10, the world’s most secure industry standard servers, and 

state of the art HPE FlexFabric networking switches. 

As an extension of the Alibaba Cloud public cloud architecture, Apsara Stack provides a hyper-scale and 

built-in hybrid cloud services platform that enables enterprises to improve utilization of their existing 

on-premises data center as well as install innovative services in security, and meet requirements in data 

sovereignty and compliance. By certifying and optimizing Apsara Stack on HPE’s hybrid IT product 

portfolio, Alibaba Cloud enables customers to access more than 60 of its services, including artificial 

intelligence, elastic GPU computing and business intelligence. 

“Customers are increasingly looking to deploy and design the right mix of cloud environments to take 

on different workloads of data while maintaining control of on- and off-premises solutions," said Scott 

Morris, Vice President & General Manager, Asia Pacific Channel, Distribution & Alliances. “In 

supporting Alibaba Cloud, we’re aiming to help customers leverage Apsara Stack powered by HPE 

technology and services to deploy a comprehensive suite of scalable cloud computing services that 

securely and cost-effectively manage their business needs.” 

“Our collaboration with HPE demonstrates how Alibaba Cloud’s partner network continues to be an 

important strategic asset to driving digital transformation for customers,” said Jin Ma, General Manager 

of Dedicated Cloud and Enterprise Application, Alibaba Cloud. “We aim to empower enterprises to 

build a powerful shared service platform in their on-premise data center that complies with security, 

regulation and data sovereignty requirements.” 
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The HPE-based offering, using Intel® Xeon® Scalable processor-based platform, is targeted for 

availability end-2018 across Asia Pacific excluding China. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

ignio™ - TCS' cognitive automation product celebrates 3rd anniversary with spectacular growth 

8 August 2018 

Digitate, a venture of Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), announced triple-digit annual growth in both 

customer acquisition and revenue, buoyed by greater adoption of its award-winning cognitive 

automation product, ignio™. 

Launched in 2015 with the objective of leveraging artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning and 

advanced software engineering to transform enterprise IT services, ignio™ has challenged the status quo 

in enterprise IT with its unique, innovative design and has delivered spectacular business performance. It 

has been adopted by large, complex and global enterprises, mostly Fortune 500 and Global 2000 

corporations, who are leaders and innovators in their respective industries. ignio™ today is used by 

enterprises to manage their IT infrastructure, ERP environments (SAP), batch workloads, applications 

and business processes. 

“Rapid breakthroughs in digital technologies – such as artificial intelligence, machine learning and 

automation – are reshaping businesses and fostering creative disruptions. The revenue and customer 

growth for ignio™ has been over 100% y-o-y. The success and growth of ignio™ reaffirms TCS’ 

Business 4.0 strategy, helping customers leverage technology to innovate and gain a competitive 

advantage,” said, Rajesh Gopinathan, CEO and MD, Tata Consultancy Services. 

Indigenously developed at the TCS Research & Innovation Labs, ignio™ has over 75 patents filed in the 

AI, machine learning and intelligent automation space. Digitate recently launched an alliances and 

channel partner program and already has 10+ partners on board. 

ignio™ currently manages over 1.5 million technology resources autonomously for 50+ clients. 

Customers have been delighted by ignio’s ability to deliver value within weeks of deployment and this 

has made Digitate among the best performing software product companies within the first three years. 

Ugo Orsi, Vice President, IT Operations, Loblaw Companies Limited, shared: “Loblaw was looking for 

an AI tool to disrupt its IT Operations. We chose ignio™ for its ready-to-use features and pre-built 

knowledge of IT and SAP operations. This enabled quick adoption of AI within Loblaw, and laid the 

foundation for self-healing, machine-managed IT operations. ignio™ is the linchpin of our IT operations 

transformation program.” 

“ignio™ pioneered the concept of cognitive automation—by combining the ability to mimic human 

thinking and decision making, with the ability to perform complex activities autonomously. It achieved 

this by integrating AI, machine learning and modern software engineering. ignio™ continues to gain 

traction in the market place, with 7 wins for ignio™ in Q1, and aspires to be one of the fastest software 

products to achieve $100M in revenue,” explained Dr. Harrick Vin, Vice President TCS and Global 

Head, Digitate. 

Click here to return to Contents 
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KBC collaborates with OLI Systems to deliver an exciting enhancement to the application of 

simulation software  

21 August 2018 

KBC today announced a new collaboration with OLI Systems to deliver an exciting enhancement to the 

application of simulation software for engineering design, debottlenecking, troubleshooting and 

optimization studies. This will be realized through the interoperability of the industry's two leading 

thermodynamics and physical properties software solutions (OLI Systems' OLI Alliance Engine and 

KBC's Multiflash®) within KBC's Petro-SIM process simulation platform. 

The native integration of these simulation software packages will result in effortless data exchange 

between the OLI Alliance Engine and Petro-SIM.  It enhances the simulation capabilities of Petro-SIM 

in upstream oil and gas production, NGL (natural gas liquids) processing, LNG (liquefied natural gas), 

oil refining, petrochemical and chemical manufacturing operations. Process and production engineers 

will benefit from greater model fidelity and engineering efficiency. 

The OLI Alliance Engine is a comprehensive electrolyte chemistry modeling, simulation and analysis 

software package that includes a very deep range of thermodynamic and thermophysical property 

models, solvers, phase and equilibrium calculations for third party process simulators. It is used for 

activities such as process modeling, prediction of corrosion and scale environments and water 

management; all of which require rigorous prediction of chemical reactions and phase behavior of 

complex mixtures of chemicals in water under varying temperatures, pressures and ionic strengths. 

KBC's Petro-SIM is the Energy and Chemical industry's most widely applicable steady-state and 

dynamic process simulation and optimization software solution. Its open platform architecture promotes 

exceptional levels of integration with third party software packages to drive improved collaboration 

among project teams. It supports full engineering workflow across the process life cycle from design and 

operations, through performance optimization, digital twin surveillance and stewardship, reducing 

capital and operating expenses. 

The addition of the OLI Alliance Engine to Petro-SIM will build on KBC's leading position in 

thermodynamics research and application to process simulation. Multiflash, which is already available in 

Petro-SIM, is the de facto standard PVT (pressure-volume-temperature) modeling solution for 

hydrocarbon flow assurance and production modeling and includes accurate and reliable modeling 

solutions for chemical and petrochemical applications. Multiflash is applied to evaluate the phase 

behavior and physical and transport properties of complex mixtures and pure substances. Excelling in 

modeling multi-phase hydrocarbon mixtures, due to its scope and accuracy, it is also the chosen PVT 

solution for many of the world's leading oil and gas, petrochemical and chemical producers. 

"Thermodynamics and physical properties provide a common language for high fidelity digital twins in 

the Energy and Chemical industry. They are the most important building blocks for a data-meets-

simulation approach to engineering design and optimization," states Andy Howell, CEO of KBC. "We 

are thrilled to be partnering with OLI Systems to bring their OLI Alliance Engine into KBC's Petro-SIM 

process simulation portfolio, and extend our modeling coverage deeper in existing hydrocarbon 

applications and further into chemical markets" 

"OLI Systems prides itself on delivering comprehensive, rigorous solutions that address some of the 

most complex electrolyte chemistry challenges in the process industries with accurate electrolyte-

oriented material property databases, thermodynamic models, simulation software and services," 

said Andy Rafal, CEO of OLI Systems Inc. "We're incredibly excited to get to work on building out this 
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joint product with KBC.  KBC is renowned for delivering real world answers to some of the industry's 

toughest process problems using simulation technology. This integration will enable our mutual clients 

to significantly increase operational efficiency and productivity with more accurate and effective model 

predictions." 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Maersk and IBM Introduce TradeLens Blockchain Shipping Solution 

9 August 2018 

In a follow up to their January announcement, A.P. Moller –Maersk (MAERSKb.CO) and IBM 

announced the creation of TradeLens, jointly developed by the two companies to apply blockchain to the 

world's global supply chain. TradeLens is the result of a collaboration agreement between Maersk and 

IBM, a blockchain-enabled shipping solution designed to promote more efficient and secure global 

trade, bringing together various parties to support information sharing and transparency, and spur 

industry-wide innovation. 

TradeLens uses IBM Blockchain technology as the foundation for digital supply chains, empowering 

multiple trading partners to collaborate by establishing a single shared view of a transaction without 

compromising details, privacy or confidentiality. Shippers, shipping lines, freight forwarders, port and 

terminal operators, inland transportation and customs authorities can interact more efficiently through 

real-time access to shipping data and shipping documents, including IoT and sensor data ranging from 

temperature control to container weight. 

Using blockchain smart contracts, TradeLens enables digital collaboration across the multiple parties 

involved in international trade. The trade document module, released under a beta program and called 

ClearWay, enables importers/exporters, customs brokers, trusted third parties such as Customs, other 

government agencies, and NGOs to collaborate in cross-organizational business processes and 

information exchanges, all backed by a secure, non-repudiable audit trail. 

During the 12-month trial, Maersk and IBM worked with dozens of ecosystem partners to identify 

opportunities to prevent delays caused by documentation errors, information delays, and other 

impediments. One example demonstrated how TradeLens can reduce the transit time of a shipment of 

packaging materials to a production line in the United States by 40 percent, avoiding thousands of 

dollars in cost. Through better visibility and more efficient means of communicating, some supply chain 

participants estimate they could reduce the steps taken to answer basic operational questions such as 

"where is my container" from 10 steps and five people to, with TradeLens, one step and one person. 

"TradeLens uses blockchain technology to create an industry standard for the secure digitization and 

transmission of supply chain documents around the world," commented Peter Levesque, CEO of 

Modern Terminals. "This initiative will generate tremendous savings for our industry over time while 

enhancing global supply chain security. Modern Terminals is pleased to participate as a Network 

Member in testing this exciting shipping industry innovation." 

"As a global logistics provider, CEVA sees a unique opportunity in TradeLens, joining forces with IBM, 

Maersk and other actors from our industry to promote global standards around an open and neutral 

solution, delivering on the promise of blockchain. It is an important step in our relentless journey to 

deliver increased value to all our customers and making business flow," said Christophe Cachat, CIO of 
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CEVA Logistics. 

"We believe blockchain can play an important role in digitizing global shipping, an area of the global 

economy that moves four trillion dollars of goods every year. However, success with the technology 

rests on a single factor –bringing the entire ecosystem together around a common approach that benefits 

all participants equally," said Bridget van Kralingen, senior vice president, IBM Global Industries, 

Solutions and Blockchain. "Our work with Maersk and other enterprises in the shipping ecosystem has 

shown that blockchain can be used to form a strong, connected network in which all members gain by 

sharing important data and that together we can transform a vital part of how global trade is conducted." 

Joint collaboration model to maximize industry adoption  

Since announcing the jointly developed solution to digitize global trade in January 2018, and based on 

feedback from various members of the global supply chain ecosystem who would like to adopt the 

technology, IBM and Maersk have modified the go to market model and will now deliver their solution 

through an extension of their pre-existing collaboration agreement instead of a joint venture. 

"Our joint collaboration model allows us to better address key feedback from ecosystem participants 

while ensuring TradeLens interoperability and data protection among Maersk, IBM and all ecosystem 

participants," said Mike White, TradeLens leader for Maersk. "We strongly believe this will maximize 

industry adoption." 

Standards discussions are actively underway with openshipping.org and work to align the TradeLens 

APIs with UN/CEFACT standards is in progress. The TradeLens APIs are open and available for 

developer access and feedback from participants in the platform. 

The TradeLens solution is available today through the Early Adopter Program. TradeLens is expected to 

be fully commercially available by the end of this year. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

MSC Nastran and AVL Excite™ Integrate to Deliver Better, Faster and More Efficient Powertrain 

Simulations 

20 August 2018 

MSC Software Corporation today announced the new release of MSC Nastran 2018.2. Originally 

developed for NASA engineers, MSC Nastran is the most trusted FEA solver for design and analysis of 

aerospace and automotive structures. To build upon the same practice, MSC Nastran 2018.2 provides 

streamlined workflows for powertrain simulations, improved verification options for contact models and 

enhanced HPC methods for simulation of large scaled problems. 

The new release allows engineers to cover a wider range of design possibilities and examine the NVH 

characteristics of transmissions, car engines, and powertrain systems through a direct integration 

between MSC Nastran and AVL Excite™. 

As the world's widely used MBD software for simulation of rigid and flexible powertrains, AVL 

Excite™ can now be used with MSC Nastran to increase the accuracy of Multi Body simulations by 

providing a better representation of the flexible components. Similarly, the FEA engineers can benefit 

from this integration to examine each component with realistic boundary conditions and dynamic loads. 

Direct export of AVL Excite™ input (.EXB) files from MSC Nastran makes data transfer much easier 
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and faster, eliminating the need for creating and translating large intermediate files. 

The streamlined workflow allows engineers to obtain a full characterization of structural response by 

leveraging the nonlinear solution of MSC Nastran (SOL 400) to include contact nonlinearities as well as 

preloaded conditions in their powertrain simulations.  Additionally, MSC Nastran can read back output 

results from AVL Excite™ for further dynamic and acoustic analysis of sound radiations generated from 

Internal Combustion Engines and other components. This technology is also beneficial for vehicle 

durability simulations, taking advantage of the award-winning embedded fatigue capabilities of MSC 

Nastran to obtain fatigue life and damage responses of components. 

The direct, efficient and convenient method to exchange data between the two solvers enables 

significant time savings, resulting in up to 3x performance gain for analysis of powertrains and engine 

systems. 

Designed to further improve user productivity, the 2018.2 release of MSC Nastran delivers valuable 

contact verification methods that allow engineers to verify the contact model in early design stages thus 

reducing the number of design iterations. From the modeling perspective, dealing with multilevel 

assemblies that consist of hundreds or thousands of components is a common challenge among FEA 

engineers. Integration of these contact bodies in a detailed model is a time consuming and error prone 

task. As such it is important to perform a model check to review the initial contacting conditions before 

running the analysis, especially for contact models that involve curved geometry surfaces or 

unintentional gaps & overlaps. MSC Nastran has dedicated techniques that move and adjust the position 

of contacting surfaces at initial steps to capture and correct these issues. These initial geometry 

adjustments are usually performed internally and cannot be seen in the input files.  MSC Nastran 2018.2 

provides contact verification methods that allow users to examine and review initial geometry 

adjustments and make changes if necessary.  The new contact checks provide important information 

about the contact bodies, their initial status, and geometry conditions in various output files. 

MSC Nastran 2018.2 extends modeling capabilities beyond accuracy by taking advantage of improved 

HPC methods, providing a better and more efficient solver technology to address problems for a wider 

range of industry applications. 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

OpenText Announces New Products for Legal Tech Market 

20 August 2018 

OpenText™ today announced OpenText™ Legal Center – a cloud-based EIM application designed to 

integrate with OpenText eDOCS to manage client onboarding and document sharing. The company also 

announced a newly-aligned suite of products with strategic integrations to better serve the needs of the 

legal market. This enhanced focus will enable new and innovative solutions combining the industry’s 

leading legal applications like eDOCS, Axcelerate, EnCase and Decisiv.  

 

OpenText customers include many of the largest agencies, firms and governments in the world. These 

customers need professional tools to securely manage, forensically collect, and intelligently review the 

most sensitive legal data for litigation, compliance, investigations, and more.  

 

“Law firms, governments, and corporate legal departments must continually evaluate their processes to 
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remain effective and competitive in a rapidly changing climate,” said Mark J. Barrenechea, OpenText 

Vice Chair, CEO, and CTO. “OpenText is a leader in legal tech with solutions to help our customers 

manage the huge volumes of data they collect and generate, while incorporating the benefits of 

automation and AI. OpenText is committed to expanding our leadership in the legal tech field and 

helping our legal customers manage information and apply next-generation solutions to improve 

operational effectiveness, deliver insights, and maximize existing technology investments” 

 

“With our acquisitions of Guidance Software and Recommind, OpenText has expanded and enhanced 

our solution set,” continued Barrenechea. “Combining these solutions with our industry-leading EIM 

platform, new AI and ML capabilities, and our experienced professional services organizations allows 

OpenText to provide a range of solutions unmatched in the legal market today.” 

 

OpenText offers integrated products and services supporting the business practices, information 

management, electronic discovery reference model (EDRM) needs, and proactive compliance 

requirements of the legal industry. In rapidly evolving marketplace, OpenText solutions help clients: 

 Securely manage legal content and automate processes: Legal professionals are responsible for 

handling some of the organization’s most sensitive information, as well as leveraging that 

information for key, repeatable processes like onboarding. To be successful, information must be 

professionally managed in a purpose-built system to balance security with access and enable 

automation for critical efficiencies. 

 Intelligently search documents and identify experts: Legal professionals know the importance of 

words and have to rapidly retrieve and reference a variety of documents every day. That 

information must be searchable without exact keywords and oftentimes without even knowing 

where to look. Identifying internal subject matter experts and sharing tribal knowledge is also 

crucial for legal professionals. 

 Forensically collect evidence: Legal professionals are on the front-lines of litigation and 

compliance, collecting key data and potential evidence from corporate devices like smart phones, 

laptops, and workstations. That information must be obtained and preserved in a legally 

defensible manner with judicially-approved tools so that regulators and opposing parties cannot 

challenge the data’s integrity. 

 Expedite large-scale eDiscovery review and investigations: Legal professionals must review, 

analyze, redact, and produce documents every day for internal investigations, due diligence, 

compliance, and litigation. Efficiently searching through mountains of data to find the few key 

documents that make or break your case is only achievable with the assistance of machine 

learning and advanced analytics. 

 

 

During ILTACON 2018, OpenText will demonstrate the full portfolio of legal solutions, including: 

 OpenText™ eDOCS™ – OpenText eDOCS is the cornerstone technology in OpenText’s legal 

portfolio. A proven Enterprise Content Management (ECM) solution for legal professionals, 

eDOCS provides intuitive ways to manage, secure, and quickly access work product – whether 

on-premises or in the private cloud. The latest version of OpenText eDOCS features machine-

learning driven AI, enhanced search, and extended security. 

https://www.opentext.com/campaigns/edocs-solution
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 OpenText Legal Center – OpenText Legal Center brings a cloud-based, process-centric approach 

to addressing use cases in legal like client onboarding, external sharing & collaboration, and 

document management. Legal Center is designed to leverage and extend existing DM 

repositories like OpenText eDOCS, whether on-premise or in the cloud. 

 OpenText Axcelerate™ – OpenText Axcelerate is a complete, end-to-end eDiscovery platform 

with award-winning processing and analytics with the industry’s best predictive coding. 

Axcelerate delivers proprietary advanced analytics in a full-featured platform for ECA, review, 

and production. Axcelerate is available in the cloud, on premise, or as a managed service, and 

can now be bundled together with EnCase for unsurpassed forensic collection. 

 OpenText EnCase™ – OpenText EnCase is the industry gold standard for evidence collection. 

Deployed on over 40 million endpoints, the lightweight EnCase agent enables forensically-

sound, onsite and remote collections, even from endpoints off the network. Judicially recognized, 

EnCase is trusted by government agencies and private industry alike for both routine and 

mission-crucial investigations. 

 OpenText Decisiv™ – OpenText Decisiv has long provided conceptual search to help legal 

practitioners find relevant content and people with expertise across multiple systems, far beyond 

what keywords can provide. Decisiv now includes supervised machine learning capabilities to 

predict content likely to be useful based on documents saved by the user to their research view. 

 Professional and Managed Services Designed specifically for Legal Sector – OpenText 

Professional Services offers legal data collection leveraging our own technology, hardware, and 

EnCE-certified professionals. Lean on our decades of forensic investigation and software 

development experience for your next collection project. The OpenText Professional Services 

team can also handle post-collection eDiscovery processes in Axcelerate from processing to 

production. 

 

 

OpenText will be present at booth 820 & 822. 
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Robin Systems Unveils Hyper-converged Kubernetes Platform for Big Data, Databases and AI/ML 

Applications 

21 August 2018 

Robin Systems today announced the industry’s first hyper-converged Kubernetes platform that brings 

self-service App-store experience and increased efficiency to Big Data, Databases and 

AI/ML. ROBIN is the only purpose-built Kubernetes-based solution with the entire application lifecycle 

management embedded natively into the compute, storage, and network infrastructure stack for any 

application anywhere (on-premises and on the public cloud). 

Kubernetes is the de-facto standard for container orchestration for microservices and applications. 

However, enterprise adoption of big data and databases using containers and Kubernetes is hindered by 

multiple challenges such as complexity of persistent storage, network, and application lifecycle 
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management. Using the unique hyper-converged Kubernetes technology, with built-in enterprise-grade 

container storage and flexible overlay networking, ROBIN eliminates these challenges and extends 

Kubernetes’ multi-cloud portability to big data, databases, and AI/ML. 

ROBIN offers a self-service app-store experience that simplifies deployment and lifecycle management 

with 1-click functions that shorten DevOps and IT tasks from hours and weeks to minutes. It makes 

applications truly agnostic of infrastructure choices and enables them to share resources and data with 

predictable performance, leading to significant cost savings. 

Unlike existing Kubernetes offerings that do not control the complete infrastructure stack, hyper-

converged Kubernetes offers built-in resources for native storage, compute and network, and an 

application management layer to control them so that DevOps and IT operations are simplified. Without 

this end-to-end resource management, conventional offerings cannot control QoS, performance SLAs, 

and lifecycle management. Hyper-converged Kubernetes architecture, on the other hand, lets users 

dynamically adjust and guarantee resources, and enjoy 1-click lifecycle management operations to scale, 

migrate, snapshot, upgrade and patch even big data, databases and AI/ML applications. 

ROBIN is the first implementation of hyper-converged Kubernetes in the market. Using ROBIN users 

can do self-service deployment of big data, databases and AI/ML, share entire experiments among team 

members, quickly do what-if trials, scale resources including GPU and IOPs, and migrate as well as 

recreate entire application environments across data centers and clouds. 

“Customers in the process of modernizing their IT infrastructure want the benefits of agility and 

efficiency from containerization and Kubernetes, and ROBIN is the first Kubernetes based platform to 

achieve the rigorous QATS certification for Hortonworks Data Platform,” said Scott Andress, Vice 

President, Global Channels & Alliances Hortonworks. “With Hyper-converged Kubernetes, ROBIN 

makes it simple to deploy and manage HDP on Kubernetes. We are excited about this collaboration and 

look forward to working with Hortonworks customers who choose the ROBIN Hyper-converged 

Kubernetes platform for their HDP deployment.” 

“Most enterprises are interested in improving agility and infrastructure efficiency through DevOps. 

Containers and Kubernetes can be key to achieving these improvements, but significant challenges 

persist, especially when incorporating advanced technologies and workloads such as big data, artificial 

intelligence, machine learning and IoT,” said Jay Lyman, principal analyst at 451 Research. “Software 

that brings these technologies together with container and Kubernetes-based infrastructure and 

application lifecycle management can help enable agility and efficiency for these data-rich and data-

heavy applications.” 

"For large enterprises, modernization and optimization are a continuous process. Running highly 

advanced, distributed, and performance optimized applications is not easily containerize-able or 

adoptable to Kubernetes,” said Mikael Loefstrand, Vice President, Multi-cloud Technology Office, 

Cloud Architecture & Engineering at SAP Labs.  "I’m looking for a solution that could bring hyper-

convergence into the Kubernetes ecosystem. This goes beyond just running containers or clusters in 

hyper-converged boxes (compute, network, storage), and into modern updated stacks enabling 

Kubernetes to marshal the entire application and IO Path.”  

“Enterprises have traditionally had to develop custom workflows per application to deploy and manage 

databases and applications in their Big Data/AI/ML pipelines,” said Premal Buch, CEO of Robin 

Systems. “The process requires IT and DevOps to undertake lengthy third-party integrations as well as a 

tedious, manual, repetitive process for each on-premise and cloud installation. This only leads to high 
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cost, complexity, and delayed time-to-value. With hyper-converged Kubernetes, ROBIN eliminates time 

and cost drain for IT and DevOps and empowers them to achieve faster roll-out of critical initiatives.” 

Click here to return to Contents 

 

Schneider Electric Introduces New Sustainability Reporting Tools to Save Sweat Equity and Costs 

23 August 2018 

Schneider Electric today announced new external reporting features in the company's cloud-based 

enterprise software platform EcoStruxure™ Resource Advisor. The updates will enable organizations to 

turn sustainability disclosure into an ongoing process and better use data collected throughout the year, 

reducing the stress and associated expense of reporting season. 

"Companies are under increasing pressure from customers and investors to improve transparency  

on environmental and sustainability performance," said Steve Wilhite, senior vice president of Energy & 

Sustainability Services, Schneider Electric. "These enhancements will allow sustainability teams to take 

their reporting to the next level, and free up valuable time to focus on projects and initiatives that move 

the needle and help meet targets." 

Resource Advisor, which supports more than 4,500 clients in over 300,000 sites globally, lets 

organizations track and manage sustainability programs on one centralized platform, increasing the 

speed and accuracy of data collection and reporting. The software currently analyzes more than 400 

different data streams across economic, environmental and social indicators. It is also used to expand 

companies' sustainability strategies into the supply chain. 

The new features in Resource Advisor automate reporting end-to-end, including data validation, internal 

collaboration, task management and quality control. Sustainability teams now have access to a library of 

templates for reporting frameworks, such as CDP, GRESB and GRI, and can map data to multiple 

frameworks that require similar information. The software also helps pinpoint areas for future 

improvements, providing continual insight into progress toward organizational commitments. 

"Sustainability and profitability are linked, and reporting on environmental progress is key to 

strengthening that connection," said Paul Robins, head of partnerships at CDP, the leading climate 

research provider and disclosure platform. "So for an ever-growing list of companies it's not a question 

of 'why,' but 'how'. Tools such as Resource Advisor not only make data collection and disclosure 

efficient, they help uncover opportunities to refine and accelerate climate action." 
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Xometry's On-Demand Manufacturing Quoting Engine Powered by HOOPS Communicator and 

HOOPS Exchange 

21 August 2018 

Tech Soft 3D today announces Xometry is using HOOPS Communicator and HOOPS Exchange to 

power their Instant Quoting Engine™ for product designers and engineers nationwide.  The need for 

clearer and sharper product visualizations and the importance of CAD data integrity led Xometry to 

choose HOOPS Communicator and HOOPS Exchange. 
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“HOOPS Exchange has been an integral part of our instant quoting engine for a few years now, and it 

has helped us transform the manufacturing industry by providing the kind of immediate CAD translation 

needed for our on-demand quoting engine,” said Scott Rothrock, chief technology officer at Xometry. 

“HOOPS Communicator further enhances the instant quoting experience by providing clear, sharp 

product design visualizations. All of this is critical to our mission of providing product designers and 

engineers with the most efficient way to source high-quality custom parts, as well as better design-for-

manufacturability feedback.” 

The leading CAD translation software development kit (SDK) HOOPS Exchange delivers access to over 

20 CAD file formats through a single interface and integrity of CAD data input is critical to getting 

accurate price quotes and design for manufacturability feedback. With the addition of HOOPS 

Communicator, a simple, powerful toolkit for advanced 3D web visualization, users will have an even 

clearer visualization of their custom part design.  

“Applications such as Xometry’s Instant Quoting Engine is a perfect showcase for the power and ease of 

our HOOPS platforms,” said Gavin Bridgeman, chief technology officer at Tech Soft 3D. “The HOOPS 

software development kits provide the kind of CAD data access, flexibility and control needed to create 

custom engineering applications for desktop, web, mobile, cloud and even 3D printing or AR/VR. We 

are excited to see Xometry capitalizing on yet another HOOPS toolkit, this time Communicator, to 

provide the rich, engineering visualization that is unparalleled by any other tool on the market.” 
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